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Erik Hobijn

see also p. 67 and p. 102

The woman is trembling. Her face is covered with a thick layer
of transparent paste, leaving just her eyes shimmering through.
Her hair and neck and half of her face are hidden under a black
hood, trembling under her chin. At the beginning she had been
looking with interest at the preparations of what she was about
to experience. When so requested she had stepped up onto the
platform – “Yes, I'll stand like this” – and after the test she had
submitted laughingly to the paste treatment. Her torso had
been rubbed extensively with a soft gel, after which she had
wriggled into her T-shirt which had then been sprinkled with
liquid from a plant sprayer – “are you sure you didn’t
accidentally use the gasoline?” – and then came the hood and
layer after layer of the goo on her face, her head and her body.
Erik Hobijn, dressed in orange overalls, endlessly keeps
applying blobs of goo on her eyelashes, her eyebrows and the
brim of the hood. For more than half an hour the artist has
been working on her body, alert, friendly, sometimes talkative
but always aloof, professional. This is no joking matter. Now
she is ready. Concentration. A deep breath. Hobijn takes her
hand and leads her over the three steps onto the platform.

interview
V2_Organisation, institute for the unstable media,
started in 1981 in the Dutch town of ’s-Hertogenbosch
as an artists’ initiative. Both Alex Adriaansens (1953)
and Joke Brouwer (1957) – speaking on behalf of V2_
on these pages – were among the founding members
and are still as active as ever within the organization.
Currently, with its divisions V2_Lab, V2_Events,
V2_Books, V2_Web, Dutch Electronic Art Festival
(DEAF), V2_Store and V2_Archive, V2_ has evolved into
an international center for art and media technology
in Rotterdam. V2_’s idiosyncratic style is guaranteed
to evoke a mixture of fascination and frustration
among the audiences of any of its manifold activities
time and again.

V2_

1980-1986
In V2_’s early years our own work and the activities of V2_ as an organization tended to become
rather mixedup. The themes of our own work were also the basis of the activities we initiated as
V2_. In the late 1970s art had become so institutionalized and so self-referential that we started
looking for openings through which we could confront the “outside world.” For instance, in 1980
some young curators asked us to do an exhibition at the University of Nijmegen. We drove up with
a truckload of paintings and hung up large banners that said “The university is occupied.”

Organisation
V2, Rotterdam – 1994

With thick gloves she grabs the handles on the stand and
assumes the position in which she has been tested. The artist
rubs some last gel on the back of her legs and bare feet. She is
alone. Waiting. She holds her head high. “Are you ready?” The hood trembles. Cold. “Three, two, one.” From a crooked metal arm behind her a three-meter flame is thrown at her
back; the fire flares up and completely envelops her. Barely a
second later the platform swoops around 180 degrees and,
again from behind, out of a round metal tube a cloud of
water bursts upon her. Gone is the fire. Her body relaxes,
she bends her head. Then she starts to jump up and down.
She turns towards the others and laughs off the hood.
Hobijn motions her to come off the platform; she descends
the steps with her arms raised and embraces the artist,
kissing him, through the gel. Delusions of SelfImmolation, in Graz, 1993.
What is this performance about? About inner experience? About outward appearances? About how the two
relate? Is it about the control of the fire, daring-to-play-withit, conquering the fear of incineration, giving in to the obscure
desire to go up in flames? Fire, as Gaston Bachelard wrote, “is
tenderness and torture.” In the brilliant first two chapters of his
Psychoanalysis of Fire (1938) Bachelard analyses how
fire is the source of all intellectual curiosity. “When a child gets
too close to the fire with its hand, the father will slap its fingers.
As the child grows up, the bans are spiritualized: the slap is
replaced by the angry voice, the angry voice by the explanation
of the dangers of fire, by the legends of the fire from the skies.
In this way, the natural phenomenon is swiftly encapsulated in
social, complex and confusing knowledge that hardly leaves
any space for naïve knowledge.” A child acquires this personal
knowledge of fire through “shrewd disobedience,” by making
little bonfires, by exploring these things for itself – a rebellion
against the father, which Bachelard calls the “Prometheus
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This rather alarmed them, as they felt that only students could occupy a university, not artists. The entrance hall of the building
was covered in paintings that were either absurd or politically oriented. When the head of the faculty came to take a look, his
first words were “This is not art!” He went on to say, on camera, “My idea of art is a painting of 30 by 40 centimeters.” We
edited the tape using the university’s audiovisual department and then played it continuously on a monitor: this man crying,
“This is not art! My idea of art is …” Well, the audiovisual department was declared off limits to us and the tape was
destroyed.
Of course we then cut all of our works down to this “art size” and hung them all over the building. Things then quickly got
out of hand and so within two weeks the structures within the university were neatly exposed. The activists from the 1960s had
established a tentative foothold and now wanted to start a petition on our behalf, as long as it didn’t offend the head of faculty, because they depended on him for their research funds. The foreign students there, most of them from third world countries, had a keen sense of what was going on and immediately declared their solidarity. Anyone who had something to say
could come to us. We had duplicators and could make our own pamphlets on the spot. After a few weeks the head of faculty
brought in a cleaning crew over the weekend and had everything torn off the walls. This was rather more radical than we had
imagined. The next Monday we gave speeches through bullhorns and the police arrived, as did a growing number of students.
Tension was definitely mounting. Then the university rector had a room cleared out and ordered sandwiches and soft drinks, so
we could negotiate peacefully. In the end we went to court over it and the university had to pay for all the damaged art works.
In an interview with the university paper the head of the faculty was quoted as saying, “This was about power. Who is in
charge here?” So, there you are.
We went looking for a “free port,” a place to explore what we could do with art, culture and music. We found it at
Vughterstraat 234 (abbreviated to V2) in ’s-Hertogenbosch Bosch, a large building that we squatted in September 1981. We
called it a multimedia center. There was a space where bands could perform, a large space for performance-like things in
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complex.” “I propose the term Prometheus complex to include
all those tendencies that drive us to want to know as much as
our fathers know, to know more than our fathers know, as
much as our teachers, more than our teachers.” Does Erik
Hobijn’s machine symbolize the victory over the fathers?
According to Bachelard, fire can induce reflection in an
agreeable way as well. With your elbows on your knees and
your hands under your chin, you stare into the flames of the
fireplace or campfire and let your thoughts wander, dream
away. “The fire raises the wish to change, to enforce time, to
end all life, to transcend it. Then the reverie becomes compelling and dramatic, extending the fate of man, connecting the
small with the great, the fireplace with the volcano, the life of
a log with the life of a world. To the day-dreamer destruction is
more than change; it is renewal as well.” This “extending
reverie,” this second impetus to intellectualism, is what
Bachelard calls the “Empedocles complex.” “To lose all in
order to gain all. The lesson from the fire is clear.” And:
“Death by flames is the least lonesome death. It is truly a
cosmic death, bringing about the ruin of an entire universe
along with its thinker.” Does Erik Hobijn’s machine, then,
represent our self-destructive urge to seek knowledge
beyond our grasp? Is Hobijn playing off Prometheus against
Empedocles with his flash of fire? The fear of fire and overcoming that fear against the longing for fire and overcoming
that longing?
Delusions of Self-Immolation is not a performance in the traditional artistic sense of the word. In the
course of the 20th century, from futurism to Fluxus and
beyond, it has become customary for an artist or group of
artists at the start of their career to perform “living art” at a
gallery, museum, theater or festival. An act of great expressiveness is performed in the hope of evoking in the audience a
specific emotional or intellectual tension that either remains
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combination with murals, paintings and installations and yet another room for installation-like things. The building was situated on a square that gave us room for more “explosive” stuff. There was a pirate radio station as well. Bands like Einstürzende
Neubauten, Test Department, Vivenza and Laibach did gigs there. At first we didn’t work interdisciplinarily but rather multidisciplinarily. All kinds of things were happening at the same time and were overlapping each other. We painted, made Super 8
movies and wrote. And we played in five different bands. Some were rock bands, others were less easily defined. We played in
Berlin, with Pere Ubu and DAF, and Cabaret Voltaire as well. Like us, they were visual artists that were also active in music.
In the early 1980s V2_ was regarded as one of the so-called artists’ initiatives, of which there were quite a few in the
Netherlands. These were seen as stepping stones to the real work: mainstream art. We considered ourselves quite mainstream
enough already, because our work was not isolated from everyday experience; on the contrary, it was very much a part of it. It
was the so-called mainstream that was peripheral because it did isolate itself. Yet the conflict we had with the visual arts was
initially not all that dramatic. We were tolerated because we fit in with the tradition of avant-garde art. Our work was reminiscent of Dada and Fluxus. To us, however, Fluxus was typical of an avant-garde that had been suckered in with its eyes wide
open because it had continued to produce art objects: all that was left of it in the end was a handful of relics in a museum.
This was not how we wanted to end up. All this had not really been expressed in a theory at the time. It was mainly a
“doing”- period.
1987-1993
The mid-1980s brought a turning point, not only for V2_, but for a lot of artists’ initiatives in the Netherlands. It was a time for
reflection: what are we doing, where is it coming from and how do we go on? That was the period when we drew the conclusions from our personal interests and motivations: (media) technology became our main theme, both in our own work and in
V2_. So the development of V2_ was then still strongly influenced by personal choices. We wondered how art could take
part in a general social development that heavily favored technology. In our view art would have to position itself right in the

unresolved or ends in relief. The proclaimed goals range from
turning society upside down or transforming the concept of art
into an indictment against the suppression of certain groups, or
re-enacting historical or autobiographical events. The artist
here does not deliver an object, a finished product that can be
observed at leisure, but uses his/her own body to start up a
process with the audience. The result may be confusion,
irritation, embarrassment, relief, encouragement. The difference with theater is that not a narrative but an abstract
idea is presented, a concept that is physically performed. In
this, performance art is more like ballet, and many performance artists have collaborated with ballet dancers. The
audience is confronted with its own physicality which is
absent in the classic art object – a painting, sculpture or
installation. The artist offers his/her body as the medium or
detour via which the audience can physically partake of the
central concept. Physically in such a way that the concept often
can no longer be expressed in words without sounding pompous or ridiculous.
What does the audience at Erik Hobijn’s performance
experience? At the woman’s alleged self-burning in Graz no one
else was present but the technicians, filmmaker Dick Verdult
and a few others directly involved – people who would themselves undergo this treatment by the machine later that day.
Delusions is not really intended for an audience. It is a
course that is completed by a single individual and the others
are there to support this individual in his or her attempt to have
a physical and spiritual experience. Fire is burdened with social
prohibitions and a philosophical death wish, there’s no denying
that. Except that in this case these are not opposed, but used to
maximize the intensity of the experience of that single
individual. Fire, as Bachelard already intimated, is a knowledge
tool. But in this case, for what kind of knowledge?
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V2, Den Bosch – 1987

center of this development and not withdraw to an island called Art. In exploring the impact
of technology on society – quite a wasteland in terms of research – questions automatically
popped up as to the conditions under which politics, culture and society had been shaped in
past centuries, and how this was taking place now. If, like now with the advent of computers,
vast transformations took place in society, this would also be true of art. Art can play an
important role in this transformation, especially in countering the far-reaching economization
already taking place in many areas.
A computer – and of this we were aware very early on – is a machine of control. You can
store images and sounds in it, hook it up to sensors. This allowed us to do a number of things
we hadn’t been able to do before. We built our own hardware but of course we quickly ran
into our limits, especially in programming, so we sought help from all sorts of people: designers, architects, hackers. We got to know the weirdest people. The fact that V2_ is still involved
with crossover fields is strongly related to computers. On a computer you can do graphics and
make music at the same time, you can do typing, anything. You can abuse the software,
design a building with animation software, make music with a design package. There are no
more separate disciplines; these crossover areas keep emerging. That’s where the exciting
things happen, caused by computers.
In 1987 we wrote the Manifesto for Unstable Media. It was intended to really
ruffle the feathers of the visual arts. We could have maybe spent another two years or so to
further orient ourselves but we wanted to put our cards on the table and really force the
issue. There is this paradox in form and content: the manifesto appears to state something
definitive but is purely about dynamics, complexity, change. The consequences of that for
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The woman, and later five others in Graz, including a disabled
man and a robust boy, all handed over control of their bodies to
Erik Hobijn. He then caressed their bodies with his hands for
over half an hour covering them in the protective gel. After this
he led them to the scaffold and ruthlessly set them alight. The
flash of fire even had three modes, to be activated on request:
rare (no residual pain), medium (light burns) and well done
(self-burning). The machine can be deadly but it is not used in
this manner. If the machine should fail, however, or if the
technicians don’t pay proper attention, the flames could cause
severe burns or even kill.
The reason why this is no ordinary performance is that
it doesn’t have a conceptual basis, but rather a ritual one.
Hobijn coaches others through a rite in the age of technology. It is an initiation. He himself is the adept, guiding the
novices. But they are the ones who have to go through it,
they have to let the fire caress and torture them. The purpose
of initiation, says Mircea Eliade in Rites and Symbols
of Initiation (1965), is to return Creation to what it was
in the beginning: “pure, powerful, effective, with its inner
strength intact.” “What is understood as “culture,” that which
includes all spiritual activity, is accessible only to the initiated.
Partaking of spiritual life is made possible through the spiritual
experiences caused by the initiation.” Caused by the machine,
here. What experiences?
Traditional initiation leads to maturity, to the acceptance
of duties and responsibilities of the primitive society of the
novice. The undirected power and energy, the indestructibility
that young people know they have within them, is now
directed by a process that Jean Baudrillard described as “the
symbolic exchange.” The young person gives his individual life
to the dead ancestors and in return he gets from them his tribal
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thinking about visual art were diametrically opposed to the prevailing views at the time. From that moment on we deliberately
distanced ourselves from mainstream art and culture. And vice versa. From the mid-1980s until the early 1990s any dialogue
with art institutes about media and technology was out of the question. “t’s all just toys for boys,” they would say, and other
worn-out clichés. It was like that for five years.
It did give us ample opportunity to find out what we were doing, both within V2_ and together with others in the field. Those
who were active in electronic art in the late 1980s, early 1990s were, on the one hand, people who had done performances
and expanded cinema and such in the 1960s and 1970s, and on the other hand, a younger generation of artists who were
politically involved. Quite soon an international network emerged of people seeking each other out to discuss the wide field
which electronic art addresses and the question as to what were the specific qualities and “disqualities” of media technology.
There were only a few places in the world where this discourse took place and where electronic art was shown. V2_ was one of
them. We pulled the world in.
1994 – the present
The advent of communication media in the early 1990s brought with it another revolution that more or less coincided with our
move to Rotterdam. We even stopped making art and concentrated fully on the further development of V2_. We felt V2_ was a
much better vehicle to express our ideas than our own art was. The outside pressure was mounting steadily. If you explore a
field that is completely new, as we did, you automatically become an “expert.” Over the past six years interest in the social
and cultural aspects of media technology and therefore in electronic art as well has grown enormously, and many of the questions this raises seem to end up with us almost automatically. Where at first we sat on this island, now we find ourselves at the
center of a worldwide network of individuals and organizations working with media. And the pressure just keeps mounting. So
we recruited new people – currently our organization has a staff of around twenty people – and that has had
major consequences for the choice of V2_’s themes and presentations and for the way we work within the organization.

V2_Lab, Rotterdam – 1998

noitasinagro_
Both internally and externally we have organized ourselves via online networks. Actually, only for the past six years have we
been working truly interdisciplinarily, with art disciplines and science, education, et cetera.
In the beginning of the 1990s we reopened the dialogue with the art world. The social transformations of the years before
had not left the traditionally organized art institutes undisturbed either. The question of the legitimacy of art and the museums, the question of who or what these institutes were actually representing, was raised again. Not only because of the multicultural society and the aging museum public, but also because of the question of how our national heritage can be made
accessible by digital media. It is quite characteristic of V2_ that it originated in the world of art and that it positions itself
emphatically within the field of art. But at the same time thinks the answers to the questions it asks may not necessarily be
found within the realm of art and culture. V2_ continues to navigate the intersection of, on the one hand, art and culture and,
on the other hand, (media) technology. And rightly so, as the question of how network technology influences the arts keeps
yielding surprising answers.
An example: in 1996 Andreas Broeckmann initiated V2_East, because there were hardly any online platforms for artists,
organizations and theorists from Eastern Europe to exchange information about what had been going on in the field of media
in their part of Europe over the past 50 years, but also to discuss the region’s current problematic issues. Together with the Ars
Electronica Centre (Austria) and some 50 artists, V2_ then built a network where individuals and organizations could exchange
information, work together and combine archives. This network also functioned as an independent news station during the war
in Kosovo. At the same time we have pulled in people from Eastern Europe, and our way of looking at things is influenced by
them. Projects which originated over there are brought to Rotterdam and people from Western Europe have the opportunity of
meeting people from Eastern Europe here. Often several participants in this network collaborate on projects.
Another example. V2_Lab was founded in 1998 and has developed into an international media lab for the production of
electronic art. Artists and institutes from Rotterdam, the Netherlands and abroad use it. We do not see V2_Lab as just a
place that offers technical facilities to artists, since basically that is something many other organizations could do just as well.
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Delusions, Graz
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life and their death. Death is the gift of the ancestors to the
members of the tribe. This is what initiation is: a confrontation
with your own mortality, an introduction to your own finiteness. It is the internalization of non-reproducible knowledge,
knowledge that cannot be gained from stories or images but
exclusively from personal physical experience, by letting it
transform you. After this you can live, “pure, powerful,
effective, with inner strength intact.” You know what your
purpose on earth is, in what context your existence takes place,
in what framework you may offer full scope to your creative
power. To us post-primitives this framework is the technical
society. Technology can destroy you but if you survive the
confrontation with it, if you do not avoid it, you will also know
its creative power. And your own in combination with it.
The machine of Delusions of Self-Immolation
is quite impressive in itself as a sculpture or an installation.
When inactive, the arms from which fire and water will
successively burst out are positioned between two rails at a
height of one meter, and the platform with the handles is
between them. Then the machine awakens. Squeaking and
grinding, the arms slowly move to the side and up, erecting
themselves until they are aimed at the platform. The
machine is now awake, as watchful as the artist, the guide.
Erik Hobijn did give a public performance in Graz with himself
on the platform (here, because of the dubious quality of the
gel, with his clothes on; elsewhere he has done it naked). The
unsolvable dilemma of the artist: in order to be accepted as art,
the ritual has to be made visible. This is what tradition demands
of a performance, the essence of which is, in the words of a
critic: “An act is an image as well.” And there can be no image
without an audience, however private the act may be.
In Graz the image had even preceded the performance.
The catalog of the festival Steierischer Herbst had featured a
photograph of the long tongue of fire setting a naked body
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To us it is much more a place where interdisciplinary collaboration is organized through V2_’s local, national and international
network of contacts.
An example of a theme: the program The Art of the Accident, 1998. The idea was that computers contain errors
and cause them as well, and that these errors are inherent in technology. The question then was: can we take these “accidents” into account in the development of new technologies instead of fooling ourselves by thinking everything will just
become ever simpler and easier to use? Processes can be unpredictable and take unexpected turns, but these may eventually
prove to be valuable in themselves. How can these accidents be understood in a positive sense when initiating processes? The
computer itself, as a medium, presents the theme of “the art of the accident.” Non-functionality, moments of friction, the creation of experiential moments, these are all recurrent topics in art. The corporate world, however, prefers to focus on comfort,
functionality, smoothness, ease of use. That is a wonderful field of tension.
Initially everyone, including the government, felt that it would be best if V2_ organized its activities in collaboration with
the business community. We do not agree with that. We want to financially secure V2_’s continuity – and with it the discourse
on media in the public domain – on the basis of public funding. That should be about seventy percent of our budget and then
we can fund the rest of the budget by collaborating with businesses and other parties on a project-by-project basis. Public
funding means we focus on public interest. We see ourselves as a laboratory, in a literal sense, as a workshop for empiricalscientific and/or technical research and experiment. And this not for the sake of experiment, but in order to initiate processes
and present these to an audience, or rather to make the audience part of these processes.
If you look at developments in society in hindsight, it was inevitable that something like V2_ would emerge. All the same it
is of course a cultural act by a number of individuals. Our productive attitude and perhaps a certain commitment have resulted
in the creation of V2_ as it is. We want to go on prodding at prevailing attitudes toward (digital) art. By constantly questioning
everything, you force yourself to keep reinventing and redefining yourself.

ablaze. This was a spectacle the audience longed to see with
their own eyes. However, the performance started as usual
with Hobijn explaining in detail how the machine operated: he
introduced the audience to the technology. Then, without any
hurry, he was rubbed with transparent gel for 45 minutes, layer
after layer. At last he stepped onto the platform. The show was
about to begin. Three, two, one. Blam. Whoosh. The image
that people had come to see was finally there, but it was
gone again in a flash. The highlight was the anticlimax. It
may have caused the spectators to doubt themselves. As
Hobijn had warned them, the performance was no more
than a byproduct of the ritual in which a real experience is
being burned into only one body. As a performance,
however, it brought under discussion only the act of
watching performances. The audience was interested in art and
knew that art was images. Thus the audience was left with
nothing. What they had seen was imageless art. Art initiates
you into a way of looking but technology initiates you into
your life, your death.
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Delusions, Graz

Technical omnipotence

“Man only comprehends how organisms and natural processes
function when he has managed to reproduce them through his
own, technical means,” wrote Swiss world watcher Adrien Turel
in Von Altamira bis Bikini (1947). The history of technical inventions is the history of the step-by-step rediscovery of
all that had already been accomplished before humanity
appeared on earth: it is one long and gradual realization of
biological, geological and astronomical processes. When the
first hydrogen bomb was detonated in the Pacific Ocean in
1952, Turel concluded that a turning point in this history had
been reached. The same process that releases energy in the sun,

interview
Roy Ascott, V2 – 1992
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ROY ASCOTT (1934) is founder-director of the
Centre for Advanced Inquiry in the Interactive Arts
at the University of Wales College, Newport, and
STAR, the centre for Science, Technology and Art
Research (CAiiA-STAR), in the School of Computing,
University of Plymouth, and is on the editorial
board of Leonardo.

In your publications you talk about “telenoia” and/or “technoia” as the new consciousness that comes into
being through connectivity, through networking, via the Internet and other telecommunication systems. How
important is the content of this networking? Is technoia an emergent property of network art, or does it
emerge through every form of networking, including e-commerce? Is “ecom-noia” one form of technoia, or is it
something entirely different from what you envision?
I coined the word “telenoia” to differentiate the new consciousness, which is arising from the
networked interaction of minds across the planet (connective consciousness), from the old paranoia
which characterized industrial society with its history of anxiety, fear, excessive privacy, secrecy,
alienation, loneliness, jealousy. In one sense, the content of networking, whether in the domain of
artistic culture or e-commerce, is not directly relevant to the emergence of telenoia, just as the
content of print media was largely unimportant to the inculcation of linear thought and cognitive
tunnel vision that shaped human consciousness after Gutenberg. You’ll notice that bookkeeping
fueled the industrial revolution; accountancy and accountability are always central to totalitarian
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the nuclear fission of hydrogen atoms, the very process that
made organic and inorganic life on earth possible in the first
place, could from now on be reproduced right here on earth.
Now mankind had entered into a new phase: we could
manufacture by technical means literally anything which had
until then only come into existence in the course of the
evolution of the solar system and of life on earth. We had
acquired technical omnipotence, already apparent from our
capacity to blow up the entire planet if we wanted to. From
now on people could no longer refer to the fact that some
things simply are the way they are; from now on people could
in principle do anything themselves, and so the fate of all that
lived, came into being or perished here was in our hands.
Humanity had to unflinchingly assume responsibility for this
omnipotence.
Perhaps Turel’s enthusiasm was a bit premature in the
early 1950s. Although he predicted genetic engineering, he
had never heard of black holes or regular chaos. Not that it
makes his contribution less valuable, as Turel recognized that
in his day nature and culture had become one and that the
distinction between nature and technology was dissolving as
well. To accept that things simply are the way they are, that
the sun rises and sets, whether you have children or not,
whether you burn to death or contract a disease, that plants
and animals become extinct, that when the sea level rises
islands are flooded and elsewhere sediment will be deposited –
to accept all this is no longer fate, but free choice. That is what
technology is about: the realization that everything can
become different with a little effort and ingenuity. Dying is no
longer a misfortune that befalls you, it is a personal accomplishment. Man is no longer “homo faber,” copying what is
already there, but “homo sapiens,” aware of what he is doing.
The old philosophical debates about the hubris of technological
man and about resignation as an attitude to keep technology at
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states, ordinances that Thatcher and Reagan revived in the 1980s, and which still dominate the old business structures. The
establishing of municipal libraries in 19th century England was less an act of beneficence than a means of reinforcing the onetrack linearity of industrial production, by insinuating print culture into the very soul of the working man, reinforcing the linear
episteme culminating in the narrative par excellence: the industrial assembly line with its precise beginning, middle and end.
Print, accounting, timekeeping are all part of the industrial culture. The book was central to academic and scholarly authority.
Its apotheosis was “management,” a particularly virulent social disease which in the latter part of the 20th century even
infected universities and research laboratories, stifling creativity and open-ended learning.
Telenoia by contrast arises from the associative, branching, multiplexing, nonlinearity of network consciousness. It is
celebratory, optimistic, constructive precisely because it is empowering. Its empowerment derives from the associative thought
it promotes in the individual, opening more pathways of thought and action, more life options, more choice of direction.
Because of the telematic revolution, both industry and academia are beginning to lose interest in management as a guiding
concept, preferring now to abandon advancement through strategy in favor of achievement through objectives. This means
empowering individuals to realize objectives, by whatever legitimate means, whenever, wherever and however they see fit,
rather than management teams and hierarchically positioned specialists working through rigid protocols. So even in business,
especially in e-commerce, there is the potential for telenoia.
This is why I assert that networking per se promotes telenoia, a more transcendent consciousness. Cyberspace is
transformative; it’s where we rehearse the re-creations of our selves, where we construct new identities, new relationships, and
initiate new ventures. After all, the most successful startup we can float is ourselves, reconfigured. The political dimension of
this removes us from the rigid ideologies of left and right into the new space opened up by Roberto Mangabeira Unger with
his concept of work as a transformative vocation. He shows how, against the idea of work as purely instrumental or as an
honorable calling, a third idea of work has appeared in the world. “It connects self-fulfillment and transformation: the change
of any aspect of the practical or imaginative settings of the individual’s life. To be fully a person, in this conception,

bay are all obsolete now. Technical omnipotence has become
our biological destiny. And a work of art, again according to
Adrien Turel, symbolizes that omnipotence. It not only demonstrates what we are capable of, but also how to deal with it.
20th-century art can be read as the struggle between
the urge to apply this omnipotence and the urge to escape
from it. Futurists, constructivists and related artists’ groups
who, at the beginning of that century, laid the foundations
for what was later to be called modernism and autonomous
art were all striving for complete control of reality and
wanted to find the right esthetic medium with which to
exert this power. This totalitarianism, as Ezra Pound labeled
it in a positive sense, served an emancipatory goal. It was all
about teaching humanity how to hold its own and how to
develop itself in a machine culture, teaching it how to cope
with its omnipotence and thus repair the distortions that had
resulted from the division of labor and social duties in the phase
of pre-modern culture. Partial solutions had to be replaced by
an all-encompassing planning of social life in order to create a
new, complete mankind – “total man,” in the words of László
Moholy-Nagy.
Which artistic medium was best suited to this purpose?
“When I say this is the age of painting, it means painting is
leading the current esthetic revolution” – Theo van Doesburg,
1915. The Bauhaus artists begged to differ. According to them,
it was painting that had to be rejected because it had stayed too
rigid, wasn’t dynamic enough and was still too specialized.
Everybody, including workers, should have the opportunity to
develop their talents. Away from the museum and into real
life! Or, as Joseph Beuys would restate it 50 years later from his
Fluxus praxis: “Everybody is an artist.” A fact that would
become apparent as soon as society was reorganized on
socialist principles. The power to plan and control society,
according to the Bauhaus, was not in the hands of artists in the
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you must engage in a struggle against the defects of the limits of existing society or available knowledge” (Politics: the
Central Texts, Theory against Fate, 1997). Networking, as its geographic reach and informational bandwidth
broadens, can be the very instrument of this struggle.
Artists have been aware of the potential to create telenoia from the earliest days of networking. Which is why even the
simplest connectivist projects, often low on content but high on connectivity, were fullfilling. Indeed it can be argued that the
more deeply content-laden artistic work becomes in the Net, the more it is in danger of promulgating a prosaic banality. Most
to be avoided, in my mind, is the “William Morris” (Arts and Crafts) school of networking which dresses a sanctimonious
bourgeois aestheticism in clothes of social concern. This is not to say that content kills consciousness, or that mindless
networking generates telenoia, but to insist that the networker might do well to listen more attentively to the resonances of
cyberspace, to interact more vigorously with other minds, to promote a more human-centered connectivity, rather more than
simply posturing, putting out, profusely generating words and images in dense clouds of content, indifferent to its reception.
Networking in the hands of artists locked into the old canon of subjective authoring can be a most dangerous instrument.
What I am briefly trying to show is that consciousness seen in every context – spiritual, cultural, political – is being
transformed through the telematization of the planet. Telenoia emerges in all spheres, on all levels.
When you talk about telenoia and artificial consciousness as a “result” of networking, you seem to consider technology as something perfect;
you seem to assume that the technology itself is neutral and always well functioning. But the main characteristic of technology is that it can
fail, and that it’s always tending towards dysfunctioning. The failure of technology, the accident as an unforeseeable cut through the fabric
of technology, can be seen as a creative moment too, apart from the creative moment of networking as the source from which telenoia
emerges. Where does the accident fit in your world vision?
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traditional sense but now lay with the engineers, the builders of
houses, factories, offices, bridges, infrastructure: the designers
of the space where modern, complete, non-specialized life
would unfold. Architecture was leading the esthetic revolution.
Despite all of these well-meaning ideals, the avant-garde
in Europe failed to reach the masses. It wasn’t until the
modernist architects had been driven out of Nazi Germany to
the United States that, to their own surprise, they were given
the opportunity to remodel urban space according to their
vision of the new world. In their wake the whole planet was
filled with the straight high-rise buildings they propagated.
Their technical outlook had taught them that only functionality
made sense and was beautiful in a contemporary way –
ornamentality was objectionable, a status symbol. Only if
working-class people could see why the houses they lived in
were built the way they were built could they be happy in
them. The transparent house was the steppingstone to the
transparent society. And so, away with frills. Only the properties of modern materials such as concrete, steel and glass
were to determine the appearances and interiors of the
buildings, over which the architects demanded total control.
(Modernists can be recognized by their frequent use of the
word ‘total.’)
As Tom Wolfe concluded in From Bauhaus to
Our House (1982), this led the richest nation in the
world to apply all of its financial muscle to the raising of
insufferably insignificant buildings. This is how Wolfe describes
one of the many modernist masterpieces of Ludwig Mies van
der Rohe: “The Seagram Building. Mies stacks up working-class
houses 38 stories high and capitalists use them as their main
office. Note the Venetian blinds and roller blinds: only three
settings are allowed – up, down and halfway.” Still, modernism
as the idea of a buildable society would only lose its charm
when it started designing suburbs for working-class people, the
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Well yes, technology is consistent with living systems which themselves constantly fail and whose relentless dysfunctioning
accounts for much religious practice, just as it fuels scientific research, and drives the momentum of culture. Evolution is well
used to failure, and that expectation extends as much to technology as it does to any other part of the world. Indeed in the
most constructive sense, we can see evolution as largely the history of failures and accidents. As an artist I work with
contingency in the Net. Indeed all good work is essentially contingent, especially in the domain of interactivity. Technology is
perfect when its complexity endows the accident with constructive significance. Nothing foreseeable can account for the shift
around some attractor from initial conditions of chaos to a new level of order. Consciousness arises from complexity, and
artificial consciousness is no exception. Indeed, any differentiation between “natural” and “artificial” consciousness will
become increasingly redundant as neural complexity becomes progressively intertwined with the complexity of nanomolecular
technology. In any case, telenoia is field-specific; only the most primitive thinking associates it with the discrete, stand-alone
brain. Just as the 20th century was corpocentric, and the perfectability of the body was the commanding creed of the image
culture, so our century is technoetic, mind-based, and concerned with that multidimensional bonding of techne and gnosis,
which not only admits of discontinuity, accident and rupture, but puts these qualities to work in new configurations of
consciousness.
Our universe is a technoetic universe. As such it’s a new beginning after the spectacular collapse of materialism in science
and economics. Our universe starts with the big B.A.N.G., that is, with Bits, Atoms, Neurons and Genes being woven into a
new tissue of reality. Even engineering, previously the paragon of predictability embraces, in its newfound ontology, the
language of chance. Cybernetics may be concerned with the perfectibility of systems, but the viability of such systems depends
on the incorporation of chance, and no more is this the case than in Heinz von Foerster’s Second Order Cybernetics.
The bio-telematic network is increasingly the scene of progressive practice, or if you will, the creative site of the
unforeseeable and unenvisaged. In fact, the concept of the accident belongs to another era, since you can only have
accidental events when you have a continuous or coherent view of a world in which you exercise top-down design or totalizing

very group that was the original focus of the modernist
movement. In the long run, the only sensible thing a city could
do with a modernist quarter such as the Bijlmer in Amsterdam
was to pull it down.

Technical impotence

From the beginning of the 20th century there have been avantgarde artists who would have nothing to do with the big
modernist claims. From the battles of attrition of the First
World War the Dadaists came away with an existential
aversion to the mental powers of man and to the technical
accomplishments on which functional architecture and
autonomous art were based. Marcel Duchamp pissed on high
art with his upside-down and autographed urinal. Francis
Picabia remarked upon “the sensation of the new, of fun, the
sensation of forgetting that ‘reflection’ and ‘knowledge’ were
needed to appreciate beauty.” And what about the relativist
approach by surrealists like André Breton: “I don’t regard the
nature of a work of art as being of more importance than
choosing between cake and cherries for dessert.” Or what about
Jean Tinguely who used remnants of industrial production
for his kinetic structures which served no other purpose
than making beautiful squeaking and grinding noises or
spraying water and sparks, thereby presenting, in their own
way, a parody of the perfection of technology. Or the
Belgian Panamarenko, who started to exhibit as art
inventions initially made exclusively for his own private
universe. Or the Dutchman Michael Huisman with his little
machines, often made of wood, which might have sold as toys
if they hadn’t been so fragile. They all undermined the idealized
image of technical functionality, of technocratic claims to
power, of theoretically founded pretensions and of
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control. Today, the way of telematic systems and nanomolecular computation is strictly and inescapably “bottom-up.”
When you “seed” structures and events, the outcome is necessarily contingent and unknowable. In the context of art, throw in
the interactivity of viewer, user or agent, and contingency becomes central to the new aesthetic.
You say the 21st century will be mind-based. And you say consciousness arises from complexity, and artificial consciousness is no exception.
What do you mean by “mind” and “consciousness?” And what then, would you say, is artificial mind or artificial consciousness? Would this
include artificial reason, artificial emotion, artificial will, artificial taste, artificial imagination, artificial memory, artificial conscience, artificial
self-consciousness, artificial sensation, artificial instinct and artificial intuition: all eleven faculties we possess in order to experience and
scrutinize?
The paradox of consciousness is that it is both a process and a field. The process seems to be in some way linked to the
activity of the brain while, at the same time, constituting part of a universal consciousness. The question is not so much what is
mind, but where is it located? Does it arise solely from the complexity of an individual organism, such as the human being, as
materialists like Dennett insist, or is it an irreducible quality of our universe, like space and time? Is it contained in the brain
box or does the brain traverse a field, much as the individual is thought to contribute to the noosphere proposed by Teilhard
de Chardin? This is much the same as Buckminster Fuller’s assertion that “I am a verb not a thing.” Seen as process, human
consciousness cannot possibly be thought to arise in the discrete brain alone, since process rarely has hard boundaries.
Gregory Bateson reminded us that, in so far as artificial systems are involved, consciousness = brain + computer +
environment. Since the material environment is intrinsically numinous, artificial systems inherently interact with spiritual forces.
When we go to the quantum level of events, the materialist view is even less persuasive since the materiality of quanta is hard
to sustain, and our metaphors quickly become metaphysical. Penrose and Hammerof may not have persuaded us completely of
their claim for consciousness residing in the microtubules of the brain, but they have opened up a useful debate about the
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autonomous art. Even if they couldn’t avoid the circuit of
galleries and museums if they wanted to draw attention to
their work. The very same museums, by the way, that all those
artists who were going to turn the world upsidedown resigned
themselves to at the end of the day, grateful as they were for
the opportunity to escape the “society of the spectacle.”
And yet, and yet. Looking back, there is something
grand, something tragic about 20th-century art, something
that sets it apart from everything before and after it. The
modernists’ new experience was that art doesn’t have to
represent or describe a reality, as had been the prevalent
view until then – art in itself is something. Representation
had always been seen as the legitimization of art – the
reason why the church had biblical scenes painted and rich
people had their portraits done. Now this representation
turned out to be no more than a way of diverting attention
away from the anarchistic “totally” free essence of, for
example, the art of painting. Representation’s secret goal was
to keep the art of painting palatable to those who paid to
commission paintings or to look at them. What art shows,
however, is that all life is based on nothing, has no point and
doesn’t need one, because it is. And is astonishingly beautiful, if
given the right twist. A painting is nothing but paint on a background, but heavens! The things one sees in it if that paint has
been ingeniously applied.
Whoever can see this can also see how the rest of the
world is just as much an illusion. Art is “totally” nihilistic –
sorcery – whatever else the artist is trying to make you believe.
Art makes fun of reality; it simply will not take seriously the
solidity of the world – which is why it is such an apt symbol of
the omnipotence of humankind to change everything at will.
The problem facing the traditional arts in the 20th century was
that their legitimization and camouflage, i.e. representation,
had been claimed by the technical media. Photography, film
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level at which we might probe living systems. Even the most rigorously scientific descriptions of the quantum world share
insights if not vocabulary with Eastern mysticism. And as my own annual CAiiA-STAR conferences (Consciousness
Reframed) show, the mysterium of consciousness offers common ground to both artists and scientists, where they can
comingle and potentially collaborate. If I am to stay at all within the western discourse, I am inclined toward the “natural
dualism” of David Chalmers, who sees consciousness as being supervenient upon brain activity.
Whatever is the case, consciousness is a primary field of inquiry in both art and science today. In my view, life in
cyberspace will be progressively technoetic, and all our experiments with the technology of being – immersive VR, telepresence,
hypermedia, for example – are no more than the prelude to our eventual migration out of the mind into other forms, an
evolutionary passage which can be discerned in the simplest organisms. First body, then brain, then mind. Unlike the material
body, the mind cannot be contained; it leaks out everywhere. The only real value of artificial life, for example, lies in its
creation of artificial mind. Ubiquitous computing is only the beginning of a universal process of putting intelligence into
matter. Conversely, we are also beginning to understand the intelligence that resides in every part of the living universe. The
real value of virtual reality is its potential for virtual consciousness. It will be through Vegetal Reality, conferred by psychoactive
plants such as ayahuasca (Banisteriopsis caapi), combined with technoetic systems such as the Net, that we shall
navigate, and perhaps transform, the cosmic consciousness of which we are a part. My project <ayahuascatec.net> scheduled
for fall 2000 in Brazil will be developed in this context.
We have to recognize that consciousness is multiple and various even within the access of a single brain. We are all
multiple personalities, though perhaps of the same mind. It is my contention that not only has the moment arrived in western
art for the artist to recognize the primacy of consciousness as both the context and content of art, and the object and subject
of study, but that the very provenance of art in the 20th century leads, through its psychic, spiritual and conceptual aspirations,
towards this technoetic condition.

and later television and video were capable of far more precise
and cheaper representations than this cumbersome brandishing
of brushes. The result was that everyone involved in painting
suddenly clearly realized that representations were irrelevant –
and had been irrelevant in the past as well. You get the
representation for free with the painting (which itself is very
expensive). Painting signifies nothing. Poetry signifies nothing.
Architecture signifies nothing.
This dazzling insight hit them all, avant-gardists,
modernists and postmodernists alike. Excitement, despair –
few managed to keep their heads cool. Their nihilism
explains the high level of rhetoric accompanying the arts of
painting, literature and architecture between 1915 and
1995. Any metaphysical, religious, spiritual, philosophical,
artistic, political, ideological, historical, biographical or
other manifesto was preferable to the horrendous clarity of
doing nothing more than applying paint to a surface, arranging
words next to or underneath each other or erecting walls and
laying floors. The visual artists were confronted with the task
of finding out what an image is if it is not a representation. In
this Pablo Picasso was a trailblazer, in that he recognized early
on that art and representation never had anything to do with
each other. Picasso epitomizes the sorcerer who knows that his
tricks will evoke from the viewer nothing but the belief that
there actually is something to be seen. This illusionism is all the
power the artist has left. Art is not, as science is not, about how
the world and life really are. Each in their own way is about
how we believe them to be and how we experience them
(perceive them, change them) through that belief. Art and
science are sets of acts of faith, delusions, and that defines
their seriousness and their fun.
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I am particularly interested in double consciousness. By this I mean the state of being which gives access, at one and the same
time, to two (or more) distinctly different fields of experience, in two (or more) distinctly different locations, with two (or more)
distinctly different readings. In classical anthropological terms this is to describe the shamanic “trance” in which the shaman is
both in the everyday world and at the same time navigating the outermost limits of other worlds, psychic spaces to which only
those prepared by physical ritual and mental discipline, aided by plant technology, are granted access. In my experience the
effect of ayahuasca is mirrored, in post-biological terms, by the telematic power of computer technology, affording effortless
movement through the infinities of cyberspace, and by extension, other minds, while at the same time accommodating
ourselves within the structures of the material world. In this way, technoetic prosthesis enables us to enact the shaman’s
journey. Immersion in such technoetic simulation can induce real changes of consciousness and real transformations of self.
Over the next decades, psychoactivity will join interactivity in the technoetic field as the defining features of art practice.
http://www.caiia-star.net/

The Industrial Movement
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The machine artists who emerged by the end of the 1970s and
were lumped together as “industrial culture” broke with the
prevailing museum-style view of art in two ways. For one
thing, they wanted their relationship with the audience to be as
direct as possible, not via the detour of the contemplation of a
finished work of art or a staged performance but by demanding
direct involvement from those who wished to be present at
their manifestations. Modern art, they said, had lost contact
with a fundamental, pre-language level of experience; it had
become too cerebral. Art only reflected on itself and its alleged
autonomy. Also, the art audience had become apathetic and
had developed a consumer mentality. It didn’t give the artist
anything in return but little applause, some status and some
income. Art shouldn’t want to create order or strive for power,
control and planning; it ought to administer a firm dose of
chaos to its audience, enabling it to break through traditional
and conventional frameworks – frameworks that included the
modernist arts. And in the unlikely event that any type of new
order should arise as a result of the Industrials’ destructive
approach, that too would have to be disrupted to continue
addressing this pre-language experience level.
The medium that almost naturally presented itself to
serve this purpose was pop music, rousingly and sometimes
downright shatteringly performed in the do-it-yourself
fashion that reached a mass audience in the form of “punk.”
But these industrial musicians weren’t underprivileged kids
who wanted to have a party, – like the average early punks
– they were people with an education in art, consciously
creating massive rhythmic sounds using refuse from
machines, culture and politics. This junk they combined with
video images, body performances and a foul play with handeddown symbols until every last pure meaning left had been per-
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verted into something that revolted even the roughest of art
lovers. Throbbing Gristle and the later Psychic TV, Cabaret
Voltaire, Laibach, Einstürzende Neubauten and, to a lesser
degree, Test Department, were bands that did concerts and
released albums but were also emblematic of the dead-serious,
apocalyptic attitude of “let it all go to hell as soon as possible”
that characterized the morbid 1980s. While museum artists
were at their peak under the banner of post-modernism,
industrial artists saw success as their greatest threat, and they
were often surprisingly effective in avoiding it.
Besides, the industrials broke the paradigm of the
relationship between art and reality that had allowed visual art
to flourish ever since the Renaissance but had also held it
captive. Art as a mirror of reality, art as the stage for lessons in
morality, art as an individual account of a subjective experience, art as a diagram of invisible and unutterable forces like
velocity and movement. For centuries art and reality were
juxtaposed in a dependency relationship where art and the
world alternately gained the upper hand and where once in a
while some harmony emerged. But if nature and culture
coincide and that mix has in turn become one with technology, it no longer makes any sense – and the makers of
techno art were well aware of this – to want to put either
reality or art first. The distinction has lost its meaning.
However, the amalgam nature/art/technology does have its
own meaning, its own content, located inside the entire
body, not just in the brain stem where primitive urges reside
but also in muscles, bones, blood and other bodily fluids.
This raw experience of your own mortality can be dug up
from beneath all the social, cultural, political and technical
conventions present even within your flesh, once you become
aware of what society you have ended up in. The medium that
presented itself as a vehicle for this aspect of the Industrials’
attitude to life was theater, though not in the form of a stage

Einstürzende Neubauten, V2 – 1984
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In 1985 ADILKNO (Society for the ADvancement of
ILlegal KNowledge) published an analysis of image
culture (The Realm of Images, On the
Fear of Radiation and the Longing
for Space), in 1990 a history of the squatters’
movement (Cracking the Movement,
Squatting Beyond the Media), in 1992 a
“definitive” analysis of the media age (Media
Archive) and in 1998 a booklet that puked upon
the whole of the 1990s as an “era of good intentions” (Electronic Loneliness): four snapshots from a constantly interrupted and revisited
theorizing about the science fiction of daily life.
In its first book, The Realm of Images, ADILKNO attempts to come to
grips with the technological world by recounting three movies: Paris,
Texas, The Day After and The Right Stuff. All three films
center around circulation: on the road, in space, on the screen but also
between the sexes. The Realm of Images comes across as both
very ambitious and ludic. With hindsight one could say that halfway
through the 1980s there was a crisis in the symbolic order, in the order
of signs.
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show in front of an audience but right in the middle of the
audience, preferably in the streets or at a parking lot or an
abandoned warehouse or industrial site. Mark Pauline and
Matthew Heckert of Survival Research Laboratories were
pioneers in this field. From stolen materials they built mean
robots and weapons and less well-defined technical contraptions with which they assaulted themselves and the
audience, preferably unsuspecting passers-by. Erik Hobijn fits
in with this tradition, not just with Delusions, but especially
with his Dante-Organ, an array of five (and now twelve)
pipes on which he plays a pyrotechnical concert with flames of
up to twenty meters high, at the risk of singing your eyebrows.
And all through the 1980s and early 1990s they raged on,
the chaos mongers, the techno artists of grand destruction and
senseless excess, sometimes sophisticated, sometimes disturbingly blunt. The French group Le Royal de Luxe practiced a
form of street theater: on a half-demolished electric trolley
they would grill a Peugeot 104 over a gas fire while cruising the
town, or let a car crash onto a large market square from a high
crane. The Spanish La Fura dels Baus tore into the audience
with motorized shopping carts while devouring raw meat,
throwing the remains in the faces of the audience. And what
about the British Mutoid Waste Company, renowned for their
Stonehenge made out of old cars, trucks, tanks and jet fighters.
In The Netherlands the early Dogtroep was part of this scene,
with spectacular shows centering on the collapsing and burning
of technical devices. Once they gained access to regular theater
festivals, however, most such groups quickly calmed down and
evolved into professional theater companies.
A different, more intimate and more chaotic path was
followed by machine artists such as the Americans Barney
Haynes and Barry Schwartz. Schwartz, for instance, would
undauntedly drip fluids onto half-dismantled, functioning
monitors in a hall filled with refuse, cables, technical stuff and
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That book is indeed rather anecdotally structured and banal compared to the later meandering texts. It was an attempt –
inspired by Klaus Theweleit and Deleuze/Guattari – to develop a nonacademic, post-psychoanalytic, runaway semiotic type of
narrative. The Realm of Images analyzes the mythical structures of the later stage of the Cold War: fears and desires,
that productive couple with which power confronted the bodies in those days. The 1980s were the spring, indeed the golden
age, of visual culture. Interpretation madness ruled, the post-Freudian unconscious emptied itself freely upon the entire realm
of images of film, television and video. It was merry and dark at the same time. These were the New Middle Ages. During this
waning of the Cold War apocalyptic visions were a dime a dozen. Cruise missiles, nuclear energy, unemployment, pollution,
riots involving squats, budget cuts, AIDS, the extinction of mankind and animals, of lakes and forests: it could all happen any
moment.
No Future was a sincere sentiment. It was just as sincere as The Future Now, the sentiment of the 1990s. When did this transition
take place? With the techno music and rave culture of the mid-1980s?
With the advent of aggressive yuppies perhaps?
At the level of world history the solution to the missing perspective had to come from what is called – in The Realm of
Images – “the International”: the conglomerate of the USA and the Soviet Union, personified by Reagan and Gorbachev.
This idea already reflected the end of the Cold War and the beginning of the Reconstruction. At the same time the 1980s were
the gloomy latter years of the once so huge student movements of 1968, a fading away that was inversely proportional to the
rise of French thinking, postmodernism and theory: the garbage flowers growing on the ruins that ’68 left behind. Video was
the new medium. It was the time of the Strategic Defense Initiative (Star Wars) and of the “1984” syndrome of fear of an
autonomous technology; an unstable period of transition, foreshadowing the introduction of the PC; a time when space travel
was the vehicle for the introduction and proliferation of new technologies. As was evident from the three movies that were

an audience. Then he would apply dry ice to elicit grating
sounds from a wobbly revolving steel plate, while putting his
actions into perspective by playing imbecilic music on a record
player underneath the plate. This type of work didn’t look
spectacular and often the equipment wouldn’t work, but that
was just the point: to experience impotence. The audience was
too close to what was going on and too much a part of it as well
to be able to form a clear picture. The singularity and
intensity of the experience felt by visitors and artists on a
successful evening at V2_ in ’s-Hertogenbosch or at an allnight party in squatted buildings such as Conradstraat or De
Nieuwe Meer in Amsterdam guaranteed the formation of a
legend that gave machine art a status of its own, outside all
circuits of official recognition.
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In the 1990s, with the gradual arrival of computers, a profound
change occurred. Western societies definitively entered into
their postindustrial phase and unexpectedly found themselves
in the economic boom of the information age. Bashing the past
had become pointless now that the new media generated a
more constructive attitude to life for the average PC user. The
liberating esthetics of ruin and the unimpressed application of
everything the technological society had to offer in terms of
discarded goodies seemed to have lost their rationale in the
much cleaner atmosphere of computers. Graphic interfaces
brought images to the Internet, which had thus far been textbased, and the problematic dependency relationship between
art and reality reemerged in all of its traditionality, this time in
the discussion on confusing or blending “virtual reality” with
“actual reality.”
In this shiny new world a computer crash was seen as an
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analyzed, the unconscious should no longer be regarded as a swirling mass of urges and streams in the Freudian sense, but as
a battery of machines – an image to neutralize late-fascist male fantasies. The explosion of the space shuttle Challenger in
1986, one year after The Realm of Images was published, meant the symbolic end of the mythical phase of space
travel or the longing for space. The body freed itself of its political and ideological overdeterminations; it became
technological, “fit.”
How does academic feminism fit into the picture of this theory?
The 1980s are the latter years of penis envy and class struggle. The emerging category of gender can, within this context, be
seen as an attempt to repoliticize the female body under the banner of subjectivism. In the early 1990s the virtualization of the
body sets in, the transition from body culture to cyberculture. This is not only seen as a liberation (cyborg) but also as a
colonization (databody). After this facilitating by infrastructure comes the stage of harvesting for commercial purposes in the
second half of the 1990s. Now, in the “2000s,” the emphasis is no longer on interfaces, the connection of the body to
technology, but on the makeability of your own most individual avatar. All of a sudden there is a generation for whom the
computer has always been switched on. The loss of the body – which in the early 1990s was still both the specter and the
promise of cyberspace – no longer functions as fear and desire. No one can distinguish anymore between body and
technology. Exit episteme.
The core sentence in your next book, Cracking the Movement, is: “Movement is the memory of an event.” The book is as much a
review of what went on in the 1980s as it is a history of how to deal with the media. It is as if your movement theory uses history to try and
disengage itself from this heavy, somewhat dark period by emphasizing the Bergsonian aspect, the “élan vital” of social movements.

Arthur Kroker, V2 – 1993

see also p. 174-175
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accident, an inconvenience, more as a teething problem than as
a creative potential, the way failing machines and bodies had
been regarded in the preceding decade. The computer seemed
to make its own laws, a mixture of social, cultural, political and
technological conventions that the techno art of the 1980s had
tried to dispose of – the information society was accompanied
by what Arthur Kroker called a “recombinant culture.”
Art was even given a constructive and educational role to play
in society, under banners such as gender, digital democracy,
multicultural society, political correctness. Media art became a
genre among other artistic expressions. What had started out
as subversion had become a lifestyle. This was the “age of good
intentions,” as Adilkno christened the 1990s.
But still. When you start up the CD-ROM OSS/****
(1998) and manage to get it going, you will see your highly
personal desktop start to shake, sink and flicker. If you click the
mouse hoping to get rid of this computer virus or whatever it
is, windows open up everywhere, your cursor starts leaving a
trail, your pull-down menus become either empty or unintelligible, thick horizontal stripes start running across your
screen, suddenly changing into vertical ones. There is no escape. And in the unlikely event that you do escape, your pointer
becomes invisible and you must to click on one of the many
plus signs on the screen in order to get away. This CD-ROM
by JODI (Joan Heemskerk and Dirk Paesmans) which is an
elaborated version of their website (www.jodi.org), mercilessly recalls the unadulterated, giddying, nauseating
sensation you had when, as a computer novice, you suddenly saw the document you had been working on for so long
vanish from your screen, never to be found again. Or the
sensation of your first crash, when nothing would work, not
even Ctrl-Alt-Del, but you could hear the disturbing sounds of
your hard disk grinding away on something. Or when a virus
ate your files because you had been careless with a floppy disk
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Cracking the Movement deals with exploratory drilling in the postpolitical, postideological field of media plus social
movements. Our starting point was to describe “the movement” from the inside and the media from the outside. The main
issue with squatting is not a longing for space – which is political – but the experience of space, that is: the concrete entering
of a space in the urban sense, a local experience, and this is no longer political. To squat a location means to make space
(temporarily) in the city. Cracking the Movement, just like The Realm of Images, offers an analysis of
experience via mythical structures and patterns, only this time applied to the preconscious do-it-yourself handiwork of the
squatters. We were looking for patterns that applied to the rise and fall of social movements; in other words: for the art of
appearing and disappearing as a movement, a school, a group, an author. Because disappearing proved to be too difficult for
the squatters. Movements exist by the grace of the social. Since the mid-1980s, however, movements have become less
identifiable as socialpolitical entities. The potential of the topics that are raised by social movements has not diminished
through mediation, but these topics have been redefined as anchors, as temporary holds in a turbulent world.
There are no movements anymore, so what’s the use of studying them? It has all become nostalgia by now.
True. We are confronted with a total victory of culture, including its academic counterpart, cultural studies. Identity is
no longer a byproduct or a sign of decline in a movement, it is now the starting point (see rave and techno). We no longer see
the rise of new movements because they never get beyond the initial tribal stage. The connections between lifestyle tribes are
controlled by the (tribes’ own) media and their mutual exchange happens at the speed of light. The underground phase has
been reduced to weeks, even days. Only a cult of slowing down and blacking out would be able to tell culture and technology
apart in the future. The “community” as redeemer of the social is by definition incapable of transgressing its own boundaries
to have extreme experiences. The longing for great events ends in the rehearsed anti-climax (solar eclipse, Y2K). One can no
longer think in terms of opposites. The only attitude left is to be totally negative and go for the ultimate imperative (“against

or e-mail message. Or the rage you feel when the damned thing
just refuses to do what you want it to do. This physical
experience of the computer is what JODI aim for when they
mess up the by now already traditional and conventional
framework of the user-friendly interface. This is the end of the
pretty pictures: your operating system has just started to attack
you.
And then all of a sudden it is back again; even in the
postindustrial, digital, cerebral, self-satisfied realm of
computers it can be attained, this vulnerability without
which art makes no sense and is nothing but a tough act.
The pre-language experience level of impotence and
surrender, the encounter through technology with your
physical finiteness and with the physical finiteness of
technology within you. Everything can break down and
then, to your own surprise, you are still there. As is your
machine. With inner strength intact.
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global capitalism”). There is no point in negotiating with power on a lower level. The next thing you know you will have
become a nonprofit NGO company that is left to sort things out on its own with a little bit of government financial support.
Media Archive is a book full of metaphysical texts. By means of compact speculation it attempts to go beyond the end of the (media)
future, beyond the conceptual horizon, and embrace the principal infinity and arbitrariness of all concepts and dimensions. Is this the goal of
contemporary theory?
Yes, it is. By making an idea absolute it can then be put into perspective. It is more or less the same with the media: maximize
the number of stations and they all lose their importance. The texts in Media Archive always start from a magic word and
try to test its possibilities by media hopping, from radio to newspaper to TV to computers to theater and so on. Knowledge is
nothing but a database; anything goes, anything is possible and should be permitted: improper use of existing theories,
copyright infringement, sampling, zipped thinking, pattern recognition, meme characterization, miniaturization of theory,
concept turbulence, the short-circuit as a defining moment, the consequent toning down and dishing of pretensions (especially
your own), the alien as friend and consistent point of view …
In the 2000s the concept of media is exhausted. Old media survive because of their mastodontic size and content but have
lost their intrinsic legitimization. Post-media: the conversion of everything into everything else. What used to be a recognizable
medium has now become an arbitrary outlet of some company or other. We listen to/watch a company’s database rather than
a medium. “The media is the message.” Everything has become media archive. The growth of the media is in its internal links,
not in the number of channels: a regressive condensation of the nets without expansion into new reaches. The outermedial
grows, but the alien in the Internet is still hiding itself. The Other remains a disappointment. We will never find our cultural
counterpart within the media. The virtual alienation machine has yet to be build: the trend is rather toward accessibility,
comprehensibility. Media do not stimulate general understanding or universal knowledge. Information is the continuation of
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The selection of messages
In the introduction to The Mathematical Theory of
Communication (1949), the base text from which all
information theory and a large part of media theory originated,
Claude E. Shannon formulates a stunning insight: “The fundamental problem of communication is that of reproducing at one
point either exactly or approximately a message selected at
another point. Frequently the messages have meaning; that is,
they refer to or are correlated according to some system with
certain physical or conceptual entities. These semantic aspects
of communication are irrelevant to the engineering problem.”
And, even more specific: “The significant aspect is that the
actual message is one selected from a set of possible
messages. The system must be designed to operate for each
possible selection, not just one which will actually be chosen
since this is unknown at the time of design.”
This stunning insight is further explored in words in the
second contribution to the book by Warren Weaver (Shannon
elaborated on it in mathematical formulas): “The word
information, in this theory, is used in a special sense that
must not be confused with its ordinary usage. In particular,
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war with economic means. The media have no direction: the question of where it is all heading remains unanswerable.
Is there life after theory?
For the late 1990s, a period when the media were raised to a cultural ideal, Electronic Loneliness offers mood-spoiling
compact text. No scandal, but rather a disappointing negativity. A whispering campaign against organized optimism, a
disturbance of those nice moments you already paid for. We have forsaken “media” as an explanatory and tempting category
because the only use for media theory is as a categorical aperitif for making the most popular lifestyle esthetic. ADILKNO now
mainly describes life amid the fallen debris of culture where the Self-on-crutches keeps its spirit up somehow and is rather
successful at that. The triumphant flight into the makability of the media ends as it bounces on the hard floor of everyday life.
Where the future is project and ideal, desperation is the only cultural praxis left. Postmodernism as lived by your children:
what is it like to be lost yourself? We are seeing the real-time Subvaluation of All Values. Ideas remain only as
aftereffects; they cannot hurt us anymore nor anticipate something that may emerge. Good ideas in the year 2000: cheerfully
encouraging the saving angel to commit harakiri. Only things that have lost their appeal succeed in escaping the economic
categories. Before the offer has reached you, you have already turned it down. The glow of the concept is already smothered
in the stage of vague intuition. Marketing is the model for saving the arts and the sciences. Business is the avant-garde of all
research and development. This became apparent first in the exact sciences and later in the domain of culture but eventually
it will reach primary education as well. Reading is fun if you like to read. Disney is taking over education on its way to the
Montessori market. Only the family and the relationship shine on unperturbed as the saving unit. “Mommy,
I really have to cry.”
http://thing.desk.nl/bilwet

information must not be confused with meaning. In fact,
two messages, one of which is heavily loaded with meaning and
the other of which is pure nonsense, can be exactly equivalent,
from the present viewpoint, as regards information. It is this,
undoubtedly, that Shannon means when he says that “the
semantic aspects of communication are irrelevant to the
engineering aspects.” Just to be sure, Weaver adds: “But this
does not mean that the engineering aspects are necessarily
irrelevant to the semantic aspects.”
In technically mediated communication the main concern
is not meaning, as was the prevalent idea in the age of the
spoken and printed word, but information, and information has
nothing to do with meaning. Weaver: “Information is a
measure of one's freedom of choice when one selects a
message.” When, for instance, you type the word “the,” your
freedom of choice as to the next word is already limited. It
would almost certainly have to be a noun, perhaps preceded by
an adjective. The chance of it being followed by an article,
adverb, preposition or a verb is very small. So the information
level of your statement will drop as soon as you say “the.” The
more arbitrary the statement, the higher its information level:
“Greater freedom of choice, greater uncertainty, greater information go hand in hand.”
According to Weaver, nonsense strangely enough
almost always contains more information than a
meaningful statement. Now, when you encode this information into a signal that can be sent from a transmitter to
a receiver where it is decoded again into a message for the
nterface
recipient, and you add noise to this signal while it is being
transmitted via cable, radio frequency, light beam or
whatever medium you use, the information level (e.g. the
uncertainty or improbability of the message) will be higher: its
complexity will increase. In the English language roughly 50
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In the early 1970s ERIK HOBIJN (1956) started the
Stadskunstguerrilla (City Art Guerrilla), turned to
painting and soon after switched to performances
using self-built machines. Among his most
controversial works are Delusions of SelfImmolation, known as “the suicide machine”,
the Dante-Organ and smaller installations
such as the Olfactory Nerve System – a
gate which sprays the audience and thereby divides
them into two differently smelling groups – and the
Chemo Bar, where Hobijn himself mixes some
pretty fearsome cocktails for the guests.
Over the years you have gained a reputation as one of the fiercest machine artists. Where
does this fierceness come from?
I went to Egypt once and although I found all this tourist stuff rather irritating I
did become fascinated at some point by five thousand years of history. Getting
off the plane when I returned home I concluded this: I could look at my own
culture in the same way we look at that culture now. It is actually just as
fabulous. Imagine I lived twenty thousand years from now and could look back at
our culture; I would probably regard it as just as insane. When I started thinking

percent of the written language is redundant; that is to say that
if you leave out most of the vowels and some of the consonants
you will still understand the meaning. All the same, it is wise to
send these redundant letters along with your message because
it is this very redundancy than can neutralize the influence of
noise. Redundancy makes it easier to recognize what was
intended and what has been distorted during transmission;
for instance, it allows you to quickly spot a spelling error.
Redundancy makes it possible to reduce the information
level of a message containing noise to the semantic level
you can guess its meaning.
ecaf retn whereClaude
Shannon built the classic, technical model of
communication: a transmitter sends a message through a
medium to a receiver that decodes the message and responds.
In this model, communication is basically the same as giving
orders, confirming that these are received, and executing them,
optionally after consultation (making sender and receiver
switch polarity a few times). It is a military model of communication hit upon by Shannon during World War II when he was
looking for ways to improve and speed up the command
structure between air force bases and pilots. To this first model
of communication Warren Weaver added a second one:
“Communication includes all of the procedures by which one
mind may affect another.” In this second, more democratic
model the most important thing is not to pass on and execute
an order in the most efficient way, but rather to mutually
influence two or more persons. Communication exists when
participants transform each other through the transference of
information.
Weaver distinguishes three levels within this type of
communication, three areas of concern. Firstly, there is the
technical problem: how accurately can the symbols of
communication be transferred? Secondly, there is the semantic
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about what made our culture special, in the end I came up with technology, the machine. Technology has become a kind of
universal way of thinking. I wondered if it was possible for an individual to make an essential contribution or change to
society. Could I, by using this technical way of thinking, develop a new tool? Could I build something that could be used in a
field to which technology was normally never applied?
Physical contact with life is becoming increasingly abstract. Technology has created a woolly atmosphere of comfort
around us. You can easily miss the change of the seasons but it can be so comforting to feel the rain and strong winds. They
make you feel that it isn’t you who is supreme but that there is something that controls the change of the seasons. Technology
has become our nature; we are not one with summers and winters but with cities, buildings and roads. Technology makes you
feel that you have the power, that you control things, but at the same time technology, like nature, is a field where man can
resolve a conflict with his environment. It makes you realize where you stand. In my view a door should open and then swing
shut again when it’s halfway so people realize they have survived that door.
What conflict do you resolve with the suicide machine?
Delusions of Self-Immolation is about the transition of young to old, about the concept of maturity and the search
for it. There are no clear markers anymore. Even very young people nowadays are quite mature. Children dress according to
the latest fashion and look like miniature grown-ups. Education is aimed at young adults. They are trained early on to make
decisions, to take responsibility, and at the same time they are barred again from certain areas.
No one ever builds a tool or a device to explore certain emotional areas such as the phased evolution from young to old
that everyone goes through. A device that would enable you to communicate with the time, the moment you are living in.
When you are very young you have no notion of the concept of mortality. You think you will conquer the world in your very
own way. At that point you have not yet sensed the inevitable: the fact that you really have very little influence over a lot of

problem: how accurately do the transferred symbols convey
the desired meaning? And thirdly, there is the problem of
effectiveness: how effective is the received meaning in
influencing behavior in a desirable way? The second and third
level depend upon the first level, not only as to the amount of
transferred information, the capacity of the channel of
transference, the encoding of the signal and the decoding
at the receiving end, but also with regard to the noise that
is added to the signal during transmission. The noise defines
the limits of the effectiveness: the more noise, the less
effective the influence on behavior will be. At the same
time this noise constitutes a new source of information
nterface
which, depending on the original meaning, can be interpreted as a misunderstanding or as a new and unexpected
insight.
A process of communication where almost all of the
information is redundant, clichéd or ritualistic can suddenly
acquire new meaning as a result of misconceptions arising from
adding a dose of noise. It can lead to unforeseen, liberating
behavioral changes in relations that have reached a deadlock.
Noise disrupts the command structure of communication,
breaks through the military paradigm of information transfer,
and in this way can have an emancipatory effect, trigger the
imagination, or indeed result in the production of art. Vilém
Flusser incorporated these insights in the credo of his media
philosophy: “It is Man’s dignity to produce information.”
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Seiko Mikami

The views Shannon and Weaver hold about communication do
not tell the whole story. In Seiko Mikami’s installation
Molecular Informatics ver. 2.0 (1998), two persons
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things. To accept that you are not the person in control is very hard for a lot of people. Normally technology is applied to
exclude the tragic dimension, but I wanted to see whether I could use it to make this dimension accessible.
I am 40 years old now and went through my midlife crisis. All very traditional, with a divorce and so on. The stereotypical
aspect of it is hard because it makes you realize you are not all that original as an individual, which re-emphasizes how very
limited your possibilities of control, of being different, actually are. The stereotype makes it almost impossible to discuss it with
others or to analyse it for yourself. Now, I would like to develop a tool that would at once expose the problem of this crisis, a
sort of pain machine. I traveled through the United States for a while, in an old car, and I kept meeting these wandering,
divorced men of around forty. “Hitting the miles, eating my blues away.” It’s quite a traditional thing over there.

Dante-Organ

sit opposite each other wearing special glasses that record their
eye movements and convert this information into XYZcoordinates that are then visualized by a computer in the shape
of diagrams of molecules. In darkness, each person sees how
see also p. 163 and p. 168
the molecules of the other are formed, and by looking at them
they can pull in the diagrams. If the molecules of both
participants approach each other slowly, they will link up to
form larger molecules. If the molecules collide, smaller atoms
split off and hang around them like a cloud. The participants in
this installation communicate with each other through their
eye movements, which they perceive as unfolding molecular
structures.
There is no sensible reason why eye movements should
be visualized in a molecular model. The interface of this
communication is in that sense counterintuitive. And it should
be because it does something counterintuitive: it visualizes
your own vision and it visualizes the interaction of looking at
each other as well. You can influence the formation of the
molecules by moving your eyes, but you can never get a total
grip on it, because besides conscious eye movements you will
always make involuntary ones as well, since our eyes are moving continually. Who is communicating with whom in this
installation? The two participants? Yes, and without having
to resort to using language or investing meaning. But is this
all? No, because these two persons, literally between them,
in the computer’s domain, accomplish something incomprehensible, something they can and cannot influence at
ecaf retn the same time. You just go on looking, says the computer,
and I’ll be making molecules out of that. You just go on
making molecules, the users say, and we’ll look at them.
The computer has no eyes, people can’t make molecules. But
between them something appears of which neither of them
alone is capable.
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It was then that I fully realized I was 40. So you have to travel, keep moving. There is something in this and I want to put it in
this new machine. But exactly what it is … I can’t lay my finger on it.
What are you aiming for with the Dante-Organ?
A concert with the Dante-Organ is really spectacular. There are music, images and the physical transference of heat. It is
a musical instrument consisting of twelve flame-throwers. Twelve barrels with risers, each barrel containing 140 liters of diesel,
and that is gone in 106 seconds. The organ is controlled by a Mac. My pride, and source of worry, is Fat Bertha.

Dante-Organ

Mikami’s interactive installation demonstrates that there
is another, third model of communication. In the installation
the two participants do not send each other orders: at most
they suggest looking in each other’s direction. Neither do
they try to transform each other as effectively as they can:
at most they try to gain some measure of control over
where they look in order to make the molecules link up
instead of destroy each other. They are playing a game with
their own and each other’s look. In this game something
nterface
improbable, something that didn’t exist before in either
person or computer, is brought forward through the
interaction between the two: linked molecules that keep
expanding and forming increasingly strange and chaotic
patterns. In this third model of communication the most
important thing is not the transfer of information or mutual
transformation, but to bring about something new between
both poles of communication, an unknown message with a life
of its own, a message that influences both communicators as
much as it itself is influenced by the participants in this
communication game. In short, there is something beyond a
military or psychosocial selection and transfer of messages: a
communication aimed at producing the unpredictable, the
intangible. The incongruous.
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Three traditions

The history of the computer, from its predecessors to the
present state-of-the-art machines, is usually told in two ways.
The first is an intellectual story where computers function as
the embodiment of ideas about information, symbols and logic.
Here, the computer’s genealogy runs from Plato’s research into
the foundations of knowledge and belief via Leibniz’s
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She has a range of 40 meters and fires from a trolley, but she leaks. At each concert I blast off some 1,300 to 1,600 liters of
diesel. I am the last of the Mohicans of air pollution.
The concept behind it is to entice someone into the beauty of violence by going through a number of steps. To draw them in,
like Faust. At a certain point they become ecstatic and they lose control over what they think of the things they see. I have
taken them over and then I shoot them down in the final scene. I take them to the pain threshold and there they realize that
the esthetics they have been admiring all this time are in fact very hostile. It is a bit pedantic, but that’s how it is. The firing of
a rocket simply is a beautiful sight. Even murder is esthetic in a way and appeals to certain sentiments. You cannot discuss
violence and esthetics without involving the physical aspect.
The problem with the Dante-Organ is the fire. It is such a cheap and popular medium. Whatever you do with it,
everybody loves it. This is something I have to break through, as it is all part of the mechanism of stereotype. I would really
like the organ to be much more dangerous but that would mean the fire department would enforce stricter safety regulations,
would demand a distance of twenty meters. Which leaves me nowhere. My eternal dilemma: how far can I go and where does
it become too dangerous?
How did you, as a materials artist, get involved with the Internet?
I worked on an idea for the Holocaust monument in Berlin with Andreas Broeckmann, Zoot (Jeroen Derks) and Hans Derks.
Now, if you create a monument with a theme like trauma, war, the wish to destroy, it is always located at one site only. We
felt that all these monuments and anti-monuments – which are a school of their own: monuments that sink into the ground
and such – we felt all these were obsolete. First we thought of buses that would drive people to the camps – much like an idea
by Wiesenthal. This, however, we felt was not consistent enough. Because what is the monument? It is the debate. The debate
on this subject is the actual monument. Having come to that conclusion, it obviously became impossible to build an object.

eighteenth-century rationalism to Ada Lovelace’s notes on the
Analytical Engine of Charles Babbage and Boole’s The Laws
of Thought in the nineteenth century. Next, in the 20th
century, come Alan Turing’s description of the digital logical
machine in 1936 and his later test of machine intelligence,
Norbert Wiener’s cybernetics and John von Neuman’s
comparison of the computer with the brain which from the
mid-1950s led to research into artificial intelligence by
scientists like John McCarthy, Marvin Minski, Allen Newell and
Herbert Simon, and the transformation of information theory
into cognitive psychology in the work of George Miller and
J.R.C. Licklider at the end of the 1950s. Finally, in the 1980s,
with the arrival of parallel computers and neural networks, an
ever-increasing convergence is achieved between human and
machine intelligence. This intellectual history is one of a steady
progress of knowledge by ever-new inventions and revolutions
in thinking.
The second version of computer history is not so much
interested in ideas and theories as in the practical,
economical and social aspects of ever-new technologies.
Here the story begins at the first calculators by Pascal,
Leibnitz and others from the eighteenth century and then
goes from Charles Babbage’s Difference Engine of 1820 and
his later Analytical Engine to Herman Hollerith’s 1890
ecaf retn punchcard machine and the analog differential analyzer by
Vannevar Bush in the 1930s. Next is John von Neuman’s
“stored program electronic computer” (where the program is
recorded in the computer’s memory itself instead of externally,
and in the same code as the data that are processed). Turing’s
Colossus follows at the end of the Second World War and then
the first big computers such as the UNIVAC and ENIAC are built
and the first computer companies founded, led by IBM. In the
1980s a major change takes place with the arrival of personal
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Then we wondered: what was the most beautiful element of this debate? The Internet. The Internet is a flow.
The beauty of the idea of debate-as-monument is that all you have to do is present it and it will have its platform, the
press will write about it and you will have set in motion the flow of the debate-as-monument. Of course there already was
some debate on the Internet about the Holocaust, but we wanted to draw attention to it in some form or other, and in doing
so we would absolutely have been the only ones active in this field within the framework of competition for the monument. On
the actual site of the monument we wanted to construct a parking lot with a computer terminal in a nice little shelter designed
by a real artist. And of course there would be terminals all over the world, as this is not exclusively a German problem. This
effect of fanning out is already inherent in the Internet.
Another important aspect was that all the archives would be made accessible on the Internet. This would also eliminate the
danger of the disappearance of evidence, as the economy of remembrance is part of the functioning of the monument too.
Besides, this monument of the debate would always continue to develop. It was dynamic, and it wouldn’t have put such a
heavy “full stop” to the debate, as does the monument that was eventually chosen. The idea was quite unique. The whole plan
ended rather badly – we never even submitted the proposal – but that is another story.
So this is how I got involved with the Internet. Over the past few years I initiated a number of projects that have all failed.
The biggest one was the Auschwitz Tourist, an installation that allowed you to experience the heat of the ovens and the
sheer perplexity of their existence in tourist fashion; individually and in relative comfort. I did build the prototype in Germany
but the idea was so heavy, so unbearable that I got bogged down in it. Who am I to …? I was hoping that the fluidity of the
Net could loosen up this rigid state I was in. I wanted to see if I could affect situations via the Net. By situations I mean
technical or machinelike environments that involve life, sort of biotopes. Call it telerobotics, only with living creatures. To what
degree do the structure of the Net and the nature of computers amputate things like commitment and cause and effect? What
sort of mutations take place there?

computers and the first computer networks linked to form the
Internet around 1990. Then the story climaxes with the rise of
the information economy as the backbone of the current
information society. Central to this computer history are
progress and revolutions in technology, fueled by a market
economy and inevitably leading to major, positive social
change.
An explanation for the existence of these two so very
different versions of the same history is the fact that computers
consist of both hardware and software. Hardware is a result of
technical history, while software stems from developments in
mathematics and formal logic. These two lines of pedigree
converge during the Second World War when calculators and
machine logic are joined in the “stored program electronic
computer.” Such divergent stories could emerge because the
history of computers has until now been written almost
exclusively by authors representing either one of these
traditions.
An alternative to the technological and intellectual
versions is a third version, proposed by Paul N. Edwards in
his study The Closed World, Computers and
the Politics of Discourse in Cold War
America (1997). With Edwards this history is not a
nterface
story of steady progress and revolutions, but rather the
result of complex influences by scientists, engineers,
military funding and a variety of government policies, sustained by ideological and cultural contrasts between and within
the groups that built computers and network thanks to and in
spite of each others. Computer and network technology,
according to Edwards, is the result of efforts to centralize
military command and control structures which were
legitimized by Cold War discourse: the story, repeated over and
over again in every possible way, of the battle between the free
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Egg of the Net

So you did link your own background as a
designer of machines to the Internet?
Yes, I wanted to make that connection. I
wanted to build the technology right into
the interface so it would already give you
the sensation of being inside a machine.
Not necessarily by using buttons and what
have you, but for instance through color or
by showing your actions “there” in real
time on the screen “here.” Franz Feigl, Dick
Verdult and I have been brainstorming
about what we could do on the Net. My
first idea was to install sensors and
cameras all over a house and then live in
it. Anyone would be able to disrupt things
and see everything I did. There would be
no more privacy. I didn’t have the courage;
it would have become a form of selfcastigation. Besides, Franz Feigl felt it was
too performance-like. And then we
thought of the chicken and the egg.

West and the communist East.
In this third version Claude Shannon, Warren Weaver
and the rest of the cyberneticists are at the beginning of
what Edwards calls the “human machine integration in the
command control structure.” Up until the Second World
War the military command and control structure was like
ecaf retn this: an order was given from on high and then it was left
to the soldiers on land, at sea or in the air to think of a way
to execute that order; it was their personal responsibility.
When new generations of aircraft and rocket missiles arrived,
military operations became too fast to rely on the strategic
insights of field commanders. The early cybernetic mathematicians therefore worked out schemes to calculate the
trajectories of very fast bombers, flying bombs and kamikaze
planes so anti-aircraft guns could shoot them down. It was only
by calculating hypothetical flight paths and by applying
feedback loops between the guns and the real trajectories of
the fighter planes that the targets could be shot down.
As a consequence, soldiers had to learn to no longer trust
their own experience but to rely on the mathematical and
technical qualities of their weapons. The personnel engaged in
war had to become hybrids with their technical devices. They
received their information from a central command post that
had radar and then blindly had to translate this information
into the prescribed firing behavior even if this went against
their strategic intuition. This is how Shannon arrived at his
model of military communication: orders had to be unambiguous, instantly understandable and instantly executable.
Therefore the early cyberneticists’ task was not just to make
the weaponry ever faster, more accurate and, via feedback
loops, more intelligent. They also had to figure out how to
inform and influence the people operating the machines in an
increasingly faster, more precise and tighter way. This led to
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This became the Egg of the Net: an egg would be hatched in an incubator, controlled via the Net, and later the chick would be fed and
emotionally stimulated through video contact with virtual visitors to this electronic henhouse. The chicken would be able to respond via a
keyboard (the “laptok”). The bird’s survival was in the hands of the people who visited the site.
Yeah, well, at first I thought: a chicken? But I agreed that chickens, besides cows, are the most “industrialized” animals. The
next step – the Egg on the Net – was the logical consequence. What was also great about it was that the project really
wouldn’t have a beginning or end. The Egg on the Net is about remotely controlling a life, about the immense
geographical distances you can bridge while sitting at a computer. Or, how to design something that will compensate for the
austerity of the keyboard and that will elicit some commitment, some sense of responsibility even? It would have been the
practical execution of all sorts of theories that were en vogue at the time, about the thin layer that separated reality from
simulation. Nobody knows if a thing is real anymore. It could all be simulated. On the other hand, the project explored chicken
psychology.
However, I was getting into enormous trouble with the people who always helped me with the electronics and with getting
things up and running. “A chicken? You must be joking!” Techies always go on and on about the romance of technology, but
the very nature of technology is a mystery to them. They have no concept. I found it rather shocking to see how people looked
at my work. They didn’t think this project suited me. It wasn’t violent enough. And of course it was very violent, it just wasn’t
spectacular. My work may be spectacular but that is not what it’s about. So this was one problem, and it wasn’t the only one.
Geert Lovink made a nice analysis. According to him the project had three different speeds: coming up with the idea over a
couple of drinks – very fast; building the website – reasonably fast; and then building the robotics and stuff – very slow.
I felt the device had to be there first, for it was to be the guide to designing a good website and interface. But of course
nobody wanted to wait for that, so the website got underway much sooner. This was also because we had to start presenting
ourselves, which in turn was necessary to get subsidized and to be able to claim the idea. This brought with it the danger of

the view that both machines and operators were two different
manifestations of information-processing equipment.
After the Second World War this military research was in
danger of being abandoned, as it was no longer considered
necessary, but with the start of the Cold War in the late 1940s
it was revived. Enormous centers for scientific research were
founded – and later characterized by Norbert Wiener as “megabuck science” – to work on optimizing the machinemachine and man-machine interfaces. During the 1950s
the United States was sealed off from the hostile outside
world by elaborate radar networks – the SAGE project – and
all of this information gathered by radar about flying
objects in American airspace was collected and processed
nterface
by the first big central computers. America became what
Edwards called “a closed world.”
Around the same time, a new school in psychology
emerged in conjunction with Weaver’s communication model.
The traditional behaviorist model of the day approached the
human being as a black box: you could only observe the
reactions that followed upon certain actions. In the new
cognitive approach this psychology was replaced by the view
that a person was an input-output system with fully controllable inner mechanics. The cognitive school assumed that
the structure and functioning of the human brain were similar
to the structure and functioning of the new digital computers.
Just as the circuits in the computer only had on and off
positions (the ones and zeros of digital computer language),
the neurons in our brains likewise only had on/off positions
(stimuli/no stimuli). In the cognitive approach a human being is
no black box filled with unknowable spiritual capacities based
on personal experience and individual traits, but rather a
system of information processing that can be described and, as
such, be reproduced and programmed. Emotions and other
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creating a hot air balloon, and that is exactly what happened. It all took too long, the money went on presentation and Godknows-what-all. You cannot bridge distance by e-mail; this is a hotbed of misunderstandings. Our organization was disastrous,
plus we were all cocky, all three of us. We ought to have had an entire university behind us with a project of this size. For me
it all ended after I built the first test model and we had an experimental setup. I was standing beside the machine and
suddenly realized that all the computer people were sitting with their backs to it. That was so typical: no communication. That’s
when I lost my motivation for the project, although we did work very hard on it in the end; we really slaved away on it. But it
was no good and then the whole thing blew up. I remember it as an extremely painful experience. Franz and me had really
put our souls into it.
In fact, you are as much an inventor as an artist. That must be an awkward position to be in. Buckminster Fuller wasn’t taken seriously as an
architect by many of the other architects because he was an inventor. Likewise, Panamarenko’s work is often derided by art critics because it
isn’t art, just gadgets.
And this while inventing is the ultimate creative activity. Artists who are also inventors to me are the absolute top. People like
Panamarenko, Theo Jansen, and Mark Pauline in the beginning. Inventions often are so simple and logical but demand a
highly flexible mind. This, to me, is creativity. The capacity to combine thoughts, philosophies and materials in an innovative
way. Innovative in the sense of demonstrating a totally new perspective. With the suicide machine I really felt I had thought of
something. The idea in itself is not original, but the fact that I built it and use it as a living tool, as a course you have to
complete: that is an invention.
There is a long tradition of artists who have been inspired by the external appearance of technology. Panamarenko and
Tinguely fit into that tradition. People always ask me if they have inspired me, but no. Mark Pauline, now he has inspired me.

irrational habits can be filtered out of this system as long as the
instructions are given in an unambiguous, scientific manner.
After all, all a computer does is perform algorithms: execute
series of instructions or orders that are programmed into it. The
cognitive view of humanity, like the computer, is a Cold War
product.
These theories and practices have been substantially
refined and dynamited, notably since the 1980s with the
advent of learning computers that didn’t have static algorithms, such as neural networks, genetic algorithms, fuzzy
logic, et cetera. Still, the idea of the equality of machines and
men (animals) as systems of information processing has only
become more and more taken for granted. The genre of
cyberpunk/science fiction – with novels such as William
Gibson’s Neuromancer (1984), Neal Stephenson’s
Snow Crash (1992) and Jeff Noon’s Vurt (1993) or
movies such as The Matrix (1998) and eXistenZ (1999)
– is based upon the idea that emotions and sensations are
programmable as well. In all of these books and movies a direct
connection has been established between computers and
human bodies, replacing the detour via screens and
keyboards by technical or organic interfaces enabling the
user to have experiences that are all but indistinguishable
from “real.” In cyberpunk the man-machine interface has
effectively been replaced by a machine-machine interface:
“plug-and-play.” The emotions and sensations from classic
ecaf retn reality (as opposed to virtual reality) here have little more
than nuisance value, like static causing obsolete political or
social short-circuits.
Commercial human-computer interfaces as well work on
the assumption that humans are mechanisms that can be
manipulated, although characteristically they like to feel as if
they are autonomous beings with freedom of choice who do
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Olfactory Nerve System, V2 – 1995

not like unpleasant surprises. A “good” design for an interactive
system has to be based on playing to that last trait. Or, to quote
one of many handbooks on “effective human-computer
interaction”: “Effective systems generate positive feelings of
success, competence, mastery and clarity in the user community. The users are not encumbered by the computer and
can predict what will happen in response to each of their
actions. When an interactive system is well designed, the
interface almost disappears, enabling users to concentrate
on their work, exploration, or pleasure.” (Ben Shneiderman, Designing the Human Interface, 1998).
This design strategy implies that the interface itself cannot
be a source of pleasure; when the interaction has been
“effectively” designed, the user will behave exactly like the
device he is in the eyes of the interface designer.
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Toiling in cyberspace

Since the 1970s artists have been developing their own type of
human-computer interfaces (or simply: interfaces). In an
attempt to avoid the existing military and cognitive models of
communication they designed their artistic interfaces in such a
way that the responsibility for what was happening during the
interaction with the computer once more came to reside with
the users, making them learn to trust their own experience
again. These artistic interfaces made all sorts of elements stand
out that were considered a nuisance in commercial interfaces,
being things that ought to be filtered out from the user’s
consciousness. The most important element in this is the user’s
body. The artistic strategy is to force the user to perform all
sorts of heavy or awkward physical exercises. In The
Legible City (1988-91), by Jeffrey Shaw and Dirk
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His theories are much closer to mine, the way he focuses on violence and how he approaches technology. He is not in awe of
technology; Tinguely is. Tinguely appeals to the romanticism of steam engines and cogwheels, their movement; that’s what he
is playing with. If you study his work closely you see how amazingly clever it is. I don’t do him justice now, on purpose, because
to me he still operates too much within art. He has touched the poetic soul of mechanics but not its essence, its philosophy.
Artists do not create reality; they never make something purely functional. They always take a poetic license of a function – a
poem, an impression, a vision – but never quite the thing itself. My question is what happens when you build something that
really does function.
So Tinguely’s machines are just esthetic, nothing more?
Perhaps, yes. Mark Pauline, for instance, will build a rocket. Not to fly to the moon, but to make a nice, loud noise. Tinguely
would make the idea of a rocket, an artistic impression of it. Mark Pauline turns the building and presentation of his real
rocket into an artistic image. What is new about this is that artists have become so technically savvy that they can work at the
same level as laboratories, scientists and techies but have totally different goals: they want to create a performance. That is
exactly what I’m doing with my suicide machine. When people see the technical side of it, I don’t need to explain anything. I
don’t have to say “It’s real,” because it is there. I built it and it’s working. There is no poetry anymore. Nonetheless, time and
again people want to find the esthetic value of the machine, and of course it does exist.
The interesting thing about machine art is that the process is as important as the end result – if there is any. You have to
get to the bottom of the true nature of technology and from that arrive at some sort of presentation. For a while this idea was
also expressed in performance art, but with technology it is all so practical at the same time. Things can go wrong, but even
then the event is just as inventive and excellent as when things go right. Failure is an inextricable part of technology. To deny
this is dangerous.

see also p. 162
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Groeneveld, the user can only navigate by bicycle the virtual
landscape projected on the wall in front of him. By mounting
the bicycle in front of the projection wall and making the
physical effort of pedaling and steering you can tour the virtual
“legible city,” where the houses have been replaced by words,
ordered according to the street plan of the city where this
interactive installation happens to be installed. You have to
learn from experience how much force to apply to the pedals
and how far to turn the handlebars in order to stay on the
streets and not constantly slip through the words. A more
recent variation on this is Cãlin Dan’s Happy Doomsday! (1998), an installation in which you move through a
virtual, computer-game-like fortress Europe by pushing the
handles of a fitness machine up and down – resulting in days’
worth of sore muscles.
Another artistic strategy – instead of making the users
conscious of their bodies – is to give the computer a body of its
own. The American artist Alan Rath takes computers and
screens apart and remodels them into organisms with distinct
human traits, hanging on the wall or lying on the floor. When
you press a letter key on the computer being’s keyboard, a large
mouth appears on the screen that pronounces this one
letter; in another installation you rotate a joystick causing
the tongue hanging from the mouth on the screen in front
of you to move along. That’s all. The computer gives in
return only what you do to it and all of a sudden this
mindless typing or joystick riding becomes a physical
experience. Commercial interfaces are aimed at transparency, at making you forget that you are operating
within a medium through an interface. The artistic interface is
aimed at opacity, at non-transparency, and constantly makes
you remember that you are struggling with a medium; the
body is the best instrument for achieving this. As a user you
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Since the 1980s, FELIX HESS (1941) has built a
considerable body of work consisting of relatively
simple devices, ranging from small robots to wind
vanes, all of which communicate with their
environment in a subtle way.

interview
Felix Hess, V2 – 1997

How does a scientist end up in art?
After my studies in physics I did my doctoral research on boomerangs, with a
fascination like that of a small boy. How is it possible that a boomerang flies back to
its thrower? It took me seven years of mathematical calculations, testing in wind
tunnels, throwing boomerangs on windless nights and a lot of reading. The boomerang
country par excellence is Australia, of course, although boomerangs have been found
elsewhere, in Tutankhamen’s tomb for instance. Unfortunately I didn’t manage to get
funding for research on Aboriginal boomerangs, but I did get a university post as a
mathematician.
Behind my first house, in the Adelaide hills, a small creek was flowing, and every
night there were sounds to be heard. From all over the shrubs and from the water,
small frogs were calling: a concert with a great variety of rhythms, very, very spatial.
Sound is generally experienced as something that proceeds in time; the spatial aspect
is secondary, certainly in music. A Beethoven concerto sounds quite all right in mono.
With a frog chorus, however, space is really essential. I bought sound recording
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have to put your (physical) intelligence up against the
idiosyncrasies and demands of the computer, like in a duel or
dance contest.
A drawback of both these artistic strategies is that both
make use of the distinction between a natural reality on the
one hand and a virtual computer reality on the other. Either
your own naturalness is emphasized (on a bicycle or fitness
machine) and the computer world remains virtual, or the
computer becomes “natural” (with a speaking mouth) but
then you find yourself doing virtual things while typing
(the abstract, immaterial “speaking” via the keyboard). One
world is real, the other illusory. One of the two worlds thus
opposed has inherent value or meaning, the other does not.
Jeffrey Shaw attempted to overcome this drawback by
nterface
making his virtual city “readable” in words that of themselves are assumed to possess inalienable meaning and
value. But meaning, as Sharon and Weaver already stated at
the time, is irrelevant to the transference of information – and
that is all an interface really does. It is a technical means of
exchanging information. Even when you succeed in reading the
words in Shaw’s installation they add nothing to your physical
experience in the virtual city.
What is interactive art all about? What captivates the
user’s attention in interactive installations? Söke Dinkla, in
Pioneers of Interactive Art (1997): “The artistic
Söke Dinkla, V2 - 1999
material of interactive art is the automated dialogue between
program and user.” In other words: the interaction itself is the
material of interactive art. The experience evoked by an artistic
interface must be a direct result of the mutual transference of
information, of the equal interaction between a human being
and a computer. This equality is crucial: neither the computer
nor the user should appear to be the slave to the other. The
dialogue between program and user must take place entirely on
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equipment and began making stereo
recordings. Here I faced a severe limitation; on
playback I heard each time exactly the same
concert, while a live frog chorus is always
different, always fresh. I had lost an essential
quality.
The turning point came when I asked
myself: how are those frogs able to do it?
There is no conductor, they have no score.
These are simple souls, there shouldn’t be an
awful lot of intelligence required for such a
marvelous concert. With my scientific way of
thinking I reduced the problem to a few simple
principles: when the frogs are listening and
they recognize a conspecific frog call, they
become enthusiastic and call more. When they
hear other sounds, such as my footsteps for
instance, they become shy and call less. When
there is silence they like to call; when there is
much noise they don’t call at all. A simple
model for sure, but it just might result in
froglike spatial concerts. And perhaps such
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the information level and should never have to resort to the
level of meaning (to which the computer has no access). The
human-computer interaction therefore, in a literary sense, is
nonsensical and “stupid” but in spite of that or precisely because
of that no less inspiring, tempting, stimulating, frustrating.
It is not easy to avoid meaning. Interfaces usually work
with metaphors. The best known is the desktop metaphor of
commercial, “user-friendly” interfaces implemented by Apple
and Microsoft. Here the computer screen displays a desktop,
with a filing cabinet, as people have been used to in their office
or study since time immemorial. This paperless office has made
possible the “flexible office,” where the white-collar workers no
longer need a fixed place, as they can log onto their personal
desktops and archives at any workstation. The metaphor of the
familiar desktop enables the user to work at a computer
without having to change himself: all it takes is a little getting
used to. If your workplace is ergonomically designed you really
are no longer aware that you are interacting with a computer
and you can fully concentrate on your work in the realm of
meaning and usefulness. The desktop interface is aimed at
convenience, at avoiding unexpected experiences. The
computer itself does not function informatively; surprises
are out of the question. Direct confrontations with your
computer are disastrous: it hangs, it crashes, and you are
helpless and totally dependent on experts. The desktop
metaphor is the detour meant to prevent such a direct
confrontation with the real existence of the computer. That
is its meaning.
This problem is inherent in all metaphorical
interfaces, however artful they look and however playfully
they are designed. All metaphors cause a problem of
effectiveness. At every exhibition of interactive art people
complain about the interfaces. They are either too complex – it
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a simple principle could be embodied in small electronic devices.
Back in Holland I wondered how I could construct such devices. In 1981 Michel Waisvisz gave a performance in Groningen,
using all kinds of weird electronic machines, and I put my question to him. He was the director of STEIM (Studio for ElectroInstrumental Music in Amsterdam) and immediately invited me to come and have a look. There I explained my plan to a panel
of composers. I noticed that my idea was considered as something original in the world of music. I saw it as science, they saw
it as music. Unlike those composers, I was not particularly interested in the exact sound the devices should produce. My main
concern was whether the interaction between the devices could yield the changing rhythms, the wavelike movements and the
spatial quality that I find so marvelous in frog concerts.
With technical and financial support from STEIM, the first version of the “sound creatures” was built, in 1982-1983. When we
had three prototypes we looked to see if their behavior made any sense at all, and indeed, they were very promising. In the
end I had forty sound creatures. They functioned exactly as I had expected. This was fine from a scientific point of view, but
they gave wonderful concerts too. I used to hang them from the ceiling, spread throughout the entire space. One had to be
very quiet for them to start making sounds. As soon as anybody coughed, they would stop.
Surely the idea behind these sound creatures must also have fascinated scientists, such as biologists. Studying the behavior of the devices
could lead to scientific theories about the origin of patterns that are interpreted as intelligent behavior by an observer. You would have
ended up with artificial life.
In those days hardly anyone was working on that subject. I did demonstrate my sound creatures to biologists, though. I work
with groups of many devices, but suppose there are four sound creatures: A, B, C and D. You hear them calling in the order AB-C-D and again A-B-C-D, and then A-C-B-D. So A always comes first. If you placed them differently, B could come first just
as well. But a biologist tends to think: A is a dominant individual and B, C and D are followers.

takes way too long before you understand what is happening
when you do something, while the reason remains shrouded in
mystery altogether – or they are too simple, making you lose
interest in the interaction in no time at all. Metaphors are
always images, and our behavior towards images has been to a
very large degree preprogrammed by our daily interaction with
them. With a photograph you take a first glance and then look
more closely; with a film you sit and attentively watch the
action unfold; with video art you lose yourself in the
transformation of the images; and with television you
slouch in a con-sumerist attitude as if in a lukewarm bath.
When icons appear on a screen you click on them to see
what will happen. This won’t gain you access to the
unbeaten track. So if artists wish to establish a new and
uncertain relationship between computers and users, they
nterface
really have only one option: avoid all metaphors. And if you
can’t, destroy them where you find them.
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Interactive art is imageless art, even when there are pictures.
Interactive art does not concern itself with developing imageconsciousness, i.e. the question of how the representation and
the represented reality are related. Interactive art is about
developing sensitivity, about learning to sense the relationships
between the elements that constitute a particular work of art.
It is about learning to sense the sensibilities of these machine
elements themselves and your own sensibilities. It is about
mobilizing your own and the machine’s sensibilities through
the interface. In the words of Knowbotic Research: “The
interface is not a border. It is a field of fluctuating activities.”
And: “Interfacing doesn't deal with negotiating between
Christian Hübler
(Knowbotic Reseach), V2 – 1998

Papegaaien

Biologists often tend to read too
much into it.
I felt you could take this type
of research a whole lot further.
There was already something like
research into artificial intelligence,
but that had to do with things like
computers solving chess problems.
This I didn’t find particularly
interesting. Why not try making a
robot that crosses the street
without being run over? That’s
something we do every day. And if
human intelligence turns out to be
too difficult, then begin with
animals, with simple life forms
like a worm or an ameba.
Nowadays this type of research is
in fact being done.
In 1994 I was invited as an
artist to a couple of scientific
conferences on animal
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realities, but acts in a field of effects, where the human and the
machinic can no longer be easily distinguished.” In this
fluctuation of activities the mutual transformation of the
human and the machinic that interactive art is looking for takes
place. It is not about making what is human more machine-like
or making what is machine-like more human, but about making
something emerge in between that did not exist before,
something uncertain and improbable, something that in the
classic theory of Shannon and Weaver has no meaning, or at
least not yet, because it is purely informative, actively modifying.
The artist who produces an interactive work can in no
way predict what its effect or outcome will be. The only thing
he or she can design is an action model, a “field of effects,” and
then wait and see or test what will happen. In a way this makes
interactive art authorless, meaning that the users of the
work and the computer plus interface are as much the
“authors” of what emerges as is the original maker of the
installation. The artist initiates a process, and this process is
not aimed at raising critical consciousness or esthetic
appreciation but at the actual realization of something that
ecaf retn eludes the artist’s control, an event, a meeting of human
and machine with all the ramifications it brings.
From an art-historic point of view this poses a
problem because when a work is both imageless and authorless,
what is still art about it? Numerous attempts have been made
to rewrite art history in a way that would allow interactive
installations to be included in some artistic tradition or other.
This “rewriting” may happen in two ways: critical and affirmative. Peter Weibel took the critical approach in his essay
Transformation of Techno-Esthetics (1991). All
key concepts used to define art over the past two hundred years

see also p. 170-171
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intelligence and artificial life. So meanwhile scientific approaches of the kind that I had
envisioned around 1980 had indeed been developed. If that branch of research had existed
back then I would never have ended up in art. Not one of my devices was developed in a
laboratory for scientific research. I can’t pretend my work is scientific because then I would
have to account for everything I do. I can’t be bothered with that. There is a scientific way
of thinking behind it, but they are made for fun.
How did the development of the devices go on?
After my first sound creatures I wanted to make devices that could distinguish a lot more
and do more as well. These became the “moving sound creatures,” twenty-four of them
altogether. They are my most technical work: they even look like little robots. They move on
wheels and have stereo hearing. If it is quiet enough and they hear each other, they try to
find each other. When they all lump together they emit a different sound which means “go
away” and they disperse again. It is a concert where the participants perform a dance.
This project taught me that by making something complicated one doesn’t necessarily
get better art. It was a lot of work to build them, but their concerts were not very much
more interesting than those of the nonmoving sound creatures. When you see all those
little machines moving about, your attention tends to concentrate on watching and you
almost forget to listen. It becomes a visual performance, but that’s not how it was
intended to be.

by philosophers such as Kant, Hegel and Heidegger, according
to Weibel, fall flat as a result of what he calls techno-art.
Concepts like: original, work, author, creator, truth, thing,
general, Being, et cetera. Techno-art “instead of invariability
brings dynamics, instead of Being, process; instead of absolute,
relative; and instead of general, specific. Instead of original it
brings technical reproducibility, citation and virtuality; instead
of author, collective, machine, text; instead of truth,
plausibility and virtuality; instead of thing, medium; instead of
material, immateriality; instead of reality, fiction.” Techno-art
is emancipatory because it is aimed at overthrowing the power
concealed in the classic concept of art. “Power determines what
is true, what is beautiful, what is spiritual.” Techno art,
according to Weibel, is an anti-force, an anti-art. “Techno art
fires at the power of truth with the beauty of the simulation.” Here, however, there is a snake in the grass.
Because Weibel sees techno-art as a simulation, he forgets
that this art form does more than change classical esthetics:
it not only undermines our faith in the image as a
representation of reality, it declares the image to be
irrelevant. Media art is not about representation but about
the actual and mutual transformation of art and its
audience: by interactivity.
“Art should be both destructive and constructive,” V2_
state in their Manifesto for the Unstable Media
(1987). The constructive aspect is emphasized in the
affirmative reinterpretation of art history as practiced by,
among others, the aforementioned Söke Dinkla. Central to this
approach is the tradition of avant-garde art, where the focus
was on audience participation. A leading role is reserved for
Marcel Duchamp’s proposal for the design of the exhibition
“Exposition Internationale du Surréalisme” in the Galerie des
Beaux-Arts in Paris in 1938. Duchamp wanted to black out the
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What was it all about, essentially?
At the time I could have told you exactly what I was working on, but now I see it quite differently. In Australia I got myself a
very intensive training in listening to everything. I wanted to record frog choruses on tape. Then I would notice that there
was the noise of distant motor traffic or that one frog sat too close to the microphones and drowned out all the others. In
making those recordings I had to pay attention to every detail. For countless nights on end I just sat still and listened. This has
greatly enriched my life.
All of my projects involve small devices that listen or are sensitive in one way or another. On the basis of that sensitivity
they do something, or nothing. Very few people are concerned with that sensitivity, the sensitivity of matter. When you look at
a painting, it may very well be that the painter was sensitive, and you as a spectator may be receptive and sensitive as well.
The paint itself, however, need not be like that at all; you can just wipe it clean with a piece of cloth.
Someone who also explicitly deals with sensitivity is the American composer Alvin Lucier. One of his pieces is called
Music on a Long Thin Wire. That installation consists of a metal wire, many meters in length, with a magnet placed
over it. An electric current runs through the wire, “singingaround.” There’s a sound coming from the wire, one tone basically,
but if you stand close to it you influence the tone. That wire senses your presence. From a different angle, music, he is on to
the same theme as I am.
The perception of something we hardly notice.
For me it is not even so much about perception; that’s just another tool, after all. For me it is about becoming aware of
sensitivity itself. At exhibitions of my work I have seen how people suddenly discovered that the sound creatures are listening:
then everything changes for them. They see how something can happen purely on the basis of sensitivity, and not because

room and make the spotlight on a painting go on only after a
visitor triggered a sensor in front of it. As this was technically
unfeasible, flashlights were handed out to the visitors so they
could find their way to the paintings. All the flashlights were
stolen, but the idea was clear: the visitors had to do something
themselves if they wished to see the art. The objective was to
activate and mobilize the normally so consumerist public. The
goal was later adopted in the 1960s in happenings and by the
Art & Technology movement and further elaborated within
the reactive environments and closed-circuit installations
by Robert Rauschenberg and others. In his approach, the
sounds and images of the artworks themselves would
change as a result of the actions of the spectators in the
ecaf retn exhibition space, which were monitored by electronic
sensors. In Dinkla’s view the interactive art of the 1980s
and 1990s is the outcome of the work of all these
illustrious predecessors whose status in art history is beyond
discussion.
So what makes interactive art worthwhile? The fact that
it is art? No, the fact that it is interactive, that it gives you an
experience you cannot find anywhere else. Interactive art is a
game with rules that have to be binding but not too stringent –
else or why play? What does the “user” expect from an interactive artwork? Should it deny history, as Peter Weibel insists,
or should it join history, as Söke Dinkla makes clear? Interaction takes place in the present; the past is not relevant, but
typically you do expect something from your interaction in the
future, at least for the duration of the game you play with the
computer. (Just to be perfectly clear: in computer games you
don’t play with the computer, but inside it. That is how they
differ from computer art). The interaction shouldn’t just carry
on until you quit out of sheer boredom; it should lead
somewhere or at least hold the promise of leading somewhere.
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some artist has been making something. I have even seen the sound creatures being a great success without their making a
single sound, as happened in Graz at the Steierischer Herbst festival. The room where the devices were hanging was on a
noisy street. The sound creatures simply couldn’t get started, while everybody stood there waiting. “Ah, a truck. Just a minute ...
Now it’s silent, now they’ll begin. No, here comes another truck.” All the time sounds appeared and the devices remained
silent. So that was the concert. Everybody had been listening very attentively and all went home elated.
You seem intent on eliminating all intentionality regarding yourself and the audience.
In 1991 I took “a step back.” I dropped an essential aspect of my devices: their ability to discriminate, and with that the basis of
their intelligence. Initially I thought this was the very core of my work but I abandoned this idea when I saw that one can
obtain interesting “concerts” with unintelligent devices, provided they are very sensitive.
An example of this is the wind vanes I made in the mid-1990s. Placed on the floor they react to the slightest of air
movements. But they cannot distinguish between two different forms of movement and then react one way in one case and
differently in the other case. There is no electronics involved; nothing is hidden in these paper vanes. The air moves a bit; that
is all. Your body heat alone is already enough to make them move. And it is a lovely sight: patterns of air moving across a
floor. I am so delighted with those vanes because no one can think that there is something like a computer behind it,
controlling everything, which is what I heard people say so often about the sound creatures. It seems there exists a tendency
with people to think that everything is manipulated. With those vanes there is nothing left but the sensitivity of matter. That’s
what it’s about.

The green world

Paul Edwards wrote the history of computers and computer
networks as part of the story of the Cold War, a story you could
define in literary-historical terms as a tragedy in a closed world,
as in the title of his book. A closed world, as in Shakespeare’s
plays, is “a radically bounded scene of conflict, an inescapably
self-referential space where every thought, word, and action is
ultimately directed back toward a central struggle.” During the
Cold War this was the struggle between democracy and
communism, a battle between good and evil. The archetypical
closed world is under siege, like in Homer’s Iliad. A war
situation. Opposite this closed world is not some “open world,”
but a world that the Canadian literary scientist Northrop Frye
dubbed “the green world.” This green world, in the literature
analyzed by Frye, is “an unbounded natural setting such as a
forest, meadow or glade.” In stories that take place in the green
world “action ... moves in an uninhibited flow between natural,
urban, and other locations and centers around magical,
natural forces – mystical powers, animals, or natural
cataclysms.” The archetypical form of the green world is not
the struggle between two sides, but the quest: a search in
which the protagonists try to integrate the complexity and
multiplicity of the world within themselves rather than
conquer it. Examples are Shakespeare’s A Midsummer
Night’s Dream and John Cowper Powys’s A
Glastonbury Romance (1933). In the green world the
boundaries of law and rationality are transgressed time and
again, but there is no anarchy. Instead a human-centered,
inner, psychological logic opposes a magical, natural, transcendent logic.
This contrast is explored in interactive art, from Seiko
Mikami’s perception molecules to Ulrike and David Gabriel’s
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LARS SPUYBROEK (1959) is an architect and
cofounder of NOX. He built the interactive water
pavilion H20eXPO, among
other things.
Your work focuses on activating the body, on transferring movement from
architecture. This movement is not goal-oriented – you don’t prescribe an order
to the actions – but rather it seems to aim at a network of actions wherein the
human body has to find its bearings. How do you construct such a network?
The easiest way for me to explain this is by telling about one of my
projects. I recently built an installation in the Musée des Beaux-Arts in
Nantes for Vision Machine, an exhibition of some 250 artworks
curated by Arielle Pélenc. These works were subdivided into four groups:
Les Modes Invisibles, Les Mondes Emergents, Vision
Machine and Les Mondes Connectées. There are works by
the first surrealists like Tanguy and Ernst, “thought” photographs from
around 1890, “mescaline” drawings by Michaux, the early cosmic
abstractionists like Kupka and Witkacy, but Klee and Pollock as well.
Then there were a lot of works by architects, plus works by contemporary
artists like Sigmar Polke, Seiko Mikami, Joep van Lieshout and Judith
Barry. I was asked, in designing the installation, to keep in mind the

Memory Space. The user approaches the interactive
installation with his or her inner psychological expectations and
does so in the hope that the boundaries of his or her
expectations will be broken. In interactive art the computer
is the new nature, because just like nature it simply is, as a
world of phenomena. And just like nature it is endowed
with a magical, transcendent logic, i.e. a logic that is capaof transcending the boundaries of experience. In the
ecaf retn ble
green world of the interactive installation the computer
assists the users in transcending and displacing the
boundaries of their experiential domain. In turn the users
enable the computer to acquire individual traits, to become
personal. Both participants try to feel each other’s sensibilities.
They become more sensitive themselves. The world becomes
more complex, with more multiplicity, both within the players
and within the computer. Also, the intimation grows that a
treasure can be found, an insight, the other bank of the river.
There is the promise of a deep wealth that is neither in the
players nor in the computer but that will emerge in between
them. Because of this promise people fall in love with their
machines. That is why techno-art is art.
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Diagrams with vortexes for Vision Machine

ideas of Friedrich Kiesler, as the exhibition was inspired by Kiesler’s Vision Machine from 1938-1942. His “vision machine”
was an installation for looking at art. It positioned the spectator’s body in such a way that his or her vision was distributed
over the image and the architecture, making the act of looking influence the position of the body and vice versa.
Roughly speaking there are two concepts of vision as a machine. One is that there is an objective world on which light falls
that reaches the cortex via the optic nerves and neurons and is then processed as information. The other concept is the
subjective one where we project our own vision onto the world. Now, the idea underlying the Nantes exhibition is that
perception is neither objective nor subjective but that the one influences the other structurally. So for me the main question
was: can I make the content of the paintings, the perception of them, be the architecture itself? In this way I tried to make a
continuous feedback loop between percept and concept. Is it possible to abstract a perception that is so specific to one
particular medium (painting) in such a way that it becomes detached from this medium and can be applied to another
medium (architecture) in which the paintings themselves then are perceived again? This implies first and foremost a
conception of the image as a diagram, as a scheme of a “function” – a function that is by definition technological and
machinelike. I wanted the space to no longer be a neutral field that contained the images; no, the space itself would have to

Rendering Vision Machine
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be the scheme of the images.
This scheme would have to contain both these visions. In “objective” perception there is a horizontal plane with a body
standing vertically on it, subjected to gravity and observing according to the laws of perspective. The body takes its orientation
from the horizon. This always involves intentionality: all consciousness a priori takes its orientation from things outside the
body. The eye grabs an object and the body then moves towards it. This is one “half” of the analysis. The other half is that of
vertigo. Vertigo rotates around a vertical axis, a vertical horizon – the vertigo itself – that according to Aldous Huxley is divided
into two spirals, one upwards and one downwards. One is called heaven and the other is called hell and both are within the
realm of hallucination. So now we are talking about inner orientation, about falling and levitating, about a trip that’s either
going to be a bad one or a good one. What I wanted was to capture both these orientational forms within one system.
How do you convert such an idea into architecture?
I don’t use the vertigos as a “deconstruction” of classical orientation (of horizontal perception and vertical force). I start by
connecting two extremes and bringing them closer by applying a series of machinic manipulations. I literally build within the
computer a machine in which a set of eight lines (related to the structure of the physical Musée des Beaux-Arts) is processed
by four “vertigos”, spiraling forces. These vortexes, as they are called in the software I use, are abstractions of the four groups
of art works within the exhibition, of their relationship to perception. This relationship, and therefore the vortex, can be
quantified, can be assigned a certain size.
Take, for instance, the vortex of Les Mondes Emergentes, containing the surrealists. These are not only quite
sizable paintings. They are also the type of images you look at from a “critical distance”: you can become involved, but even
so, the image is still being translated into the subconscious archetypes in the back of your mind. Another vortex, that of Les
Mondes Invisibles, is associated with the drawings Henri Michaux made under the influence of mescaline.
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“I am mortal, you are mortal, we are immortal.” – Vilém Flusser

Roy Ascott

see also p. 47 and p. 88
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“The personal computer will be replaced by the interpersonal
computer.” This is how the English art theorist and curator Roy
Ascott summarized the trend that started at the end of the
1980s when computer networks become part of daily life.
What had until then to the average user been no more than an
elaborate typewriter with memory or a calculator with bookkeeping extras became a vehicle, an end or a node in a chaotic
infrastructure of interconnected terminals. Around 1990
Ascott expressed the high expectations accompanying this next
phase in the use of computers: “Networks are more than just a
technological tool for the exchange of information. They
provide the infrastructure for an intellectual exchange that
may result in a harmonic and creative development of our
entire planet.”
This new phase in culture Ascott calls the “telematic
culture.” “Briefly, telematic culture means that we do not think,
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These drawings literally look like a migraine attack. They are not “images.” There is no critical distance here. Experiencing
them cannot be called looking anymore, but rather being fascinated with, or gazing. Because of the direct link between image
and perception the force of the vortex associated with these drawings is much weaker than the first one. The spatial
arrangement here is very different from that of the surrealists – which is sort of domelike – while here the image is much more
in your face, very much like a helmet.
Now, in the computer I materialize the eight horizontal lines into a kind of meta rubber, with the seven planes in between.
The data I then feed into this diagram consist of the four quantified vortex forces. This is done by animation software that
lends the drawn line the qualities of rubber based on roughly six parameters. This meta rubber is an abstract material, rather
like the state of real material if it were capable of thought and feeling. This means I reject the classic model where only the
information is active, imposing itself in a top-down manner onto matter in order to become form. Form and information are
never separate. Form defines information and information defines form, but in doing so they adapt themselves structurally and
refine themselves. By means of the meta rubber I make matter itself become thinking and active and it takes form in a series
of interactions and adaptations.
This machine I have built in the computer is not only capable of reading the vortex forces, it can also make them interact.
Think of it as having four dancers separately learn a number of steps for months on end. Then you put them on a stage, tie
them to each other with rubber bands and ask them to repeat the steps. If one of them moves an arm, another one’s leg will
move, even though this leg would be inclined to execute the step it was originally trained to make. The movement as a whole,
the dance, the “choreography” resulting from this is emergent behavior. In the system I built the vortex forces are processed in
very much the same way. The vertical rotating forces are not rigid and exact but influence each other directly. So the result is
not a series of “helmets” and “domes,” but all sorts of contortions and curvatures that are in between and that
strengthen each other.
All this has rather important consequences. In actual fact we start with a longitudinally directed system that gradually

see and feel in isolation. Creativity is shared, authorship is
distributed without denying the individual his or her own
authenticity or creative powers. On the contrary, telematic culture enhances the creative energy and mental powers of the
individual as well as his or her capability to have more vivid and
more intense experiences and to acquire better information,
because by networking one develops a worldview through the
interaction with other people’s meanings, feelings and ideas
and with philosophies from all over the world – in the course of
which the thinking via the medium of data circulates through
all sorts of cultural, geographical and personal layers.”
A decade later one can hardly suppress a smile at such
high hopes, especially when one realizes that the relatively
small computer networks back then were completely textbased. The World Wide Web wouldn’t get off to a cautious
start until 1993, 1994. In his projects, such as Telenoia
(1992), Ascott used not only computers but also fax
machines and telephones to enable musicians located all
over the world to perform concerts. Ascott already saw with
crystal clarity that the core of “telematic art” (network art) was
telematics itself, networking via computer and telecommunication channels. This spiritual exchange would lead to a
new consciousness, an awareness of global connectivity of all
with all, a consciousness Ascott dubbed “telenoia,” and later
“technoia.” “Connectivity is often its own reward: it enlarges
the spirit, promotes generosity, empathy, conviviality.” It is the
result of connectivity itself, not of the ideas and beliefs that are
being exchanged through the networks.
Connectivity via computer networks leads to a different
way of seeing and understanding reality: perception has now
become “cyberception,” a combination of observation and
telecommunication. “The effect of cyberception on art practice
is to throw off the hermeneutic harness, the overarching
concern with representation and self expression, and to cele-
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“paper computer”

becomes a system that can also absorb cross direction. It evolves from a
homogeneous system to a higher form of organization: that of a
heterogeneous system of nodes and contractions on the one hand and
vastness on the other. The extra quality in this is that the eight separate
lines will start to stick together under the influence of the vortex forces,
after having gone through several bifurcations and contortions: now we
have cross links. However, in order to make these links structural, you have
to go one step further.
So, to go from abstract meta rubber to concrete building material, you have to
leave the realm of the computer?
In a way, yes. Where the process of materialization first went from ink to
rubber, now it goes from meta rubber to paper. The result of this transition
looks deceivingly like a scale model but is in fact another computer. It is in
a sense like Gaudí’s studies, when he was calculating the exact curves of
the Sagrada Familia in Barcelona by hanging small sandbags from chains.
In his studies, the floor plan of that church was on the ceiling of his studio.
By suspending chains from that floor plan and interconnecting them, he
was not just calculating the form of their curves, but also a form that could
be implemented in masonry. This makes Gaudí the first computer architect.
He was much more familiar with algorithms than Borromini or Horta, both
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brate a creativity of distributed consciousness (mind-atlarge), global connectivity and radical constructivism.”
By “radical constructivism” Ascott means that now
humanity could manufacture by technological means
literally anything – from life to consciousness – instead of
just finding and developing it. The artificial life of networks
will lead to artificial consciousness, a postbiological power
to see everything simultaneously, to take all positions
simultaneously, to see the transitoriness of all hypotheses, the
relativity of all knowledge, the instability of all perception. “The
artist inhabits cyberspace while others simply see it as a tool.”
This grand vision has a lot going for it. Adrien Turel
already pointed out that we can only comprehend how natural
processes function when we have managed to reproduce them
through our own, technological means. The only way to
understand what life is, what consciousness is, is to reproduce
them as artificial life and artificial consciousness. The first
computers had enticed early cyberneticists like Warren
McCullogh in the 1940s and John von Neumann in the 1950s
to compare the workings of digital computers to those of the
brain; and since the 1980s the deployment of networks
connecting thousands and soon millions of separate computers
has led to a comparison of the human mind to those networks.
Christopher Langton: “Only when we are able to view life-aswe-know-it in the larger context of life-as-it-could-be will we
really understand the nature of the beast. Artificial Life views
life as a property of the organization of matter, rather than as
a property of the matter which is organized. The key concept in
Artificial Life is emergent behavior. Natural life emerges out of
the organized interaction of a great number of non-living
molecules, with no global controller responsible for the
behavior of every part. Rather, every part is a behavior itself,
and life is the behavior that emerges from all the local
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of whom knew their way around a curve. Their curves, however, were always the result of a mold or a mathematical formula,
while Gaudí’s curves were calculated ones. Something similar happens in the paper computer we built. The paper is not just an
upgrade from the rubber; it is also a primitive version of wood, the wood from which the project was finally built. At this stage
the paper served as “meta” wood. Now we add to the paper line an “algorithm,” literally shaped like a paper clip. The
algorithm is as follows: if the lines bend towards each other more than a certain percentage, this is a reason to split them up
and connect them in the air. This is where we put the paper clip. In this we are following a Gothic architectural principle: you
start with a column, split it, make a vault and bend it back again. In this way a line will form a plane thanks to a cross link,
and this leads to a system of condensations and openings. This system was, again, an emergent quality.
To convert the paper computer into a constructed installation its geometry had to be put back again into a regular
computer. We cut the doubly curved surface that resulted from that into slices in a gravitational direction, meaning from the
top down. These slices were the skeleton of the installation: two of these flat, yet curved cut out pieces can hold each other up.
The original diagram of lines and vortex forces has now become a self-supporting, stable system with an incredibly complex
form that could be easily executed in wood. The procedure that prints out the elements of the construction in black ink on
paper is basically the same as the procedure of cutting them from sheets of wood by using a computer controlled milling
machine. These pieces were glued together in the museum and installed, and then they were covered in cotton.
And so you built your own vision machine. What things did you put into the installation that would have been impossible to do by
conventional means?
Architecture is the materialization of abstractions. This is nothing new. Architecture absorbs movements in structural form. A
body does the same thing. When you see a chair, you tend to want to sit down. If you want to sit down and there is no chair
but only a table you will sit on the table. All tendencies allow both familiar and emergent behavior. In order to be able to do

interactions among individual behaviors. It is this bottom-up,
distributed, local determination of behavior that AL employs in
its primary, methodological approach to the generation of
lifelike behaviors” (Artificial Life, 1989).
This bottom-up approach to artificiality breaks with the
top-down approach that had been the reigning paradigm since
the 1950s, for instance in artificial intelligence research. The
top-down approach assumed that as long as you fed enough
information and rules into a computer it would automatically
become intelligent. Attempts at producing intelligence and/or
consciousness in this way (for instance in chess computers) had
all but run aground in the mid-1980s, and the bottom-up
approach à la Christopher Langton literally produced a
“revolution.” To take an example from robotics: robots were no
longer hooked up to a central computer that combined all the
information about the robot’s surroundings with the
capabilities of the robot itself, as this resulted in hesitant and
awkward behavior. From now on robots were built consisting
of independent elements, that were each capable of one or
several types of observation and behavior but that jointly
demonstrated amazingly natural walking and learning
behavior. Now there seems to be not only the promise of
artificial intelligence but also of artificial reason, artificial
feeling, artificial will power, artificial taste, artificial imagination, artificial memory, artificial conscience, artificial
self-awareness, artificial sensation, artificial intuition and
artificial instinct: the whole package of capabilities that
define humanity. Remco Scha even unflinchingly had his
computers produce “artificial art.”
Christopher Langton expressed the new worldview that
Ascott had dubbed “technoia” from his own point of view. It is
not the building blocks of organic molecules that produce life,
but the interactions between sets of organic molecules in ever
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both the body has to be flexible, and if architecture wants to allow both familiar and emergent behavior, it will have to start
thinking much more in in-between actions, do much more than just prescribe specific actions. Now that is something new, and
it can only be done by working with a computer. You can never reach that level of integration by drawing. You can only draw
with one hand, while with a computer you can work with tens of coordinated hands simultaneously.
Besides a transparent intentionality – behavior resulting from habit – something emerged in my installation which is
opaque, something that could come out of nowhere. This is very important, as in architecture usually only “transparent”
behavior is being materialized, behavior which is expected and foreseen, and this behavior is expressed only in forms that
have a name: floor, wall, column. I materialize many undefined things: things that are in between a floor and a column.
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more complex structures. It is not the code of bits of software
that produces artificial life, but the interactions between series
of algorithms in ever more complex relations. It is not the
content of separate statements, images and sounds that
produces network art, but the exchanges between all of
these various kinds of input in cyberspace. More precisely:
cyberspace is the sum total of all the manifold interactions
taking place in networks. Cyberspace is a mental space that
arises in between the interacting participants who
themselves may all have their own, individual goals.
Cyberspace is a “consensual hallucination,” as William
Gibson, who coined the word cyberspace, expressed it.
Cyberspace is the “unknown message” that comes into being
between the poles of communication regardless of the precise
nature of the information inserted into the communication
process by the communicators.
In cognitive science this same “technoia” led to the
insight that in spite of what everyday speech would have us
believe, there is no central control in our consciousness
connecting everything with everything else: everything connects itself with everything else and this self-organization
through connectivity eventually leads the autonomous elements of our consciousness to the “consensual hallucination” of
being under the control of a central authority, a self, a ruler,
God. The self is the process within a consciousness that
observes and describes the processes that produce consciousness itself. The self is an example of what Langton calls
emergent behavior. Roy Ascott: “The task of art throughout the
20th century has been to make the invisible visible. Now we
have the means to more fully realize that ambition. Rather
than denying the spiritual dimensions of art, computermediated systems subtly enable us to extend those dimensions.
Telematic technology is finally a “spiritual” technology; its

puybroek
This can only be done by not working in an empty space (or on white paper) but by working in a medium such as meta
rubber, in the abstract machine of the computer. There you can add “curvishness,” e.g. the paper clip, or “wallishness,” being
perception, and “floorishness,” namely action. Perception, action and construction are all processed equally by my system and
this results in all sort of things that are in between. A particular point can be not just construction but a floor as well. This is a
very medium-like concept: what happens at one point will travel through the whole system and will interact with something
happening at another point, and the whole will process this by means of a self-organizing principle (the forming of nodes,
sticking together) and on this higher organizational level it can then process yet other information.
Vision Machine exhibition

domain is that of human consciousness.” Cyberspace is the
concrete manifestation of this telematic, artificial consciousness: the visualized combination of invisible, electromagnetic forces emanating from localized communication
poles.
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The media system

In the introduction of media three not very sharply delineated
phases can be discerned. After a long trial period, in which the
medium is being developed by inventors and financiers and has
only a specific, limited use, comes a phase when independent
pioneers and early adopters embrace the new technology as a
tool that will forever “change beyond recognition” our personal
and social life. During this euphoric phase this is actually true
for the early fans. They suddenly find themselves doing
completely different things and to their amazement become
part of a new circle of friends and acquaintances who, like
them, are totally connected to the new medium – an elite or
subculture. Insurmountable technical problems still have to be
solved in using the new medium privately, but the high
expectations generate enough energy to boldly confront these
practical complications.
With computer networks this euphoric phase lay between 1969 en 1989. On the one hand, the military, universities and big corporations established their own networks
for controlled use; on the other hand, hackers and whiz kids
appropriated the secret knowledge of these networks and
started haunting them with their self-built methods. This
counter-movement built the first personal computers by the
end of the 1970s and proceeded to interconnect them via the
newly invented modem and the regular telephone network to
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Did you succeed in making the perception of paintings be the architecture itself?
In a regular museum there is only seeing and not-seeing: you either stand by a wall or you walk about. This installation has
simultaneously “walking that creates seeing” and “seeing that creates walking”; seeing is obliterated and suffused with the
unseen, walking is accelerated by the unforeseen. This seeing and not-seeing is present everywhere but in ever-changing
relationships. Even when walking somewhere where there are no paintings I am already part of the content of the paintings.
At this point my knees are already at one painting and my neck already partly with another one. This virtual movement that is
part of the architecture of the installation does not accommodate the body’s movement as happens in the classic archiving
system of stairs-corridors-rooms. Instead, the installation lends it a continuous actual tension, a tension that links itself to the
virtual movement within the body. All intentionality here is evoked within a landscape of numerous previous movements that
are multiplied by each other, that merge with each other and split off from each other and leave deep grooves behind. The
coherence of an action, its graciousness, is not given but emerges at the instant itself. That is my theme, as it always
has been.
With me, body and architecture both become abstract landscapes of networked movements rubbing against each other
within the actual situation. The one surface effect is transferred to the other. In my architecture the actual seeing is not preprogrammed; the physical experience in time is in fact its only real materialization. In short, my architecture lies not in the
space where a body then moves through to “read” its esthetics. With me, the esthetic experience itself expresses itself in
architecture. This constitutes a complete reversal of perspective: instead of being a body in a space, the body is so charged
with abstract movements that the way in which this is expressed in actions is the spatial experience. We are the extension of
space, not the other way around.
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form their own more or less public networks of bulletin boards
and larger systems like Usenet and Fidonet. In the early 1980s
the first regional virtual communities were established, like the
WELL in California and COARA in Oita, Japan. Where the first
generation of hackers got enough satisfaction out of breaking
into official networks to continue their pioneering efforts at
the “electronic frontier,” the virtual communities tried to give
meaning to electronic communication so it wouldn’t be just a
technological tool but a social instrument as well.
This last development had already been predicted in 1968
by J.C.R. Licklider and Robert Taylor, both top men with the
military research institute Advanced Research Projects Agency
(ARPA) where ARPANET was developed. This communication
system came online at the University of Los Angeles in 1969
and would evolve into the Internet by the end of the 1980s. It
was a communication system that from the onset had been
designed not to have a central controlling agency, to prevent it
going down in a nuclear attack. The ARPA warhorses wrote:
“What will online interactive communities be like? In most
fields they will consist of geographically separated
members, sometimes grouped in small clusters and
sometimes working individually. They will be communities
not of common location, but of common interest.” The
implicit assumption here is that this “common interest”
allows you to turn away from existing communities based
on “common location,” such as a neighborhood or town.
While you make global acquaintances you no longer need to
know who is living next door to you or what is happening in
your street: the virtual community as a condition for electronic
loneliness.
The second introduction phase of a new medium, after
euphoria, is that of criticism. Social aversion to the spreading
technology rises and its negative aspects are highlighted, such
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KODWO ESHUN (1968) studied literary theory at
Oxford. He writes on electronic music in today’s
setting of science fiction, technoculture, game
culture, drug culture, postwar movies and postwar
art. In his book More Brilliant Than The
Sun (1998) he assembles an entirely new field of
study which he terms sonic fiction: the intersection
between science fiction and sound.

interview

Your writing about music is rather exciting. You use the weird and hybrid concepts created by
musicians to describe their own way of music-making. You analyze their music with these concepts,
and then you somehow manage to go beyond their music using the same method of “concept
engineering” as the musicians do.
The whole point of More Brilliant Than The Sun is that “music = media,” the
book is a media theory of digital music. The way to arrive at this is to always go for a
sonology of society, what Lefebvre called a rhythm analysis of society, rather than a
sociology of sounds. The latter is only too easy and crushes all kind of subtleties in the
haste with which it reaches conclusions. In my approach you have to take the immanent
analysis of your subject very seriously. Paraphrasing McLuhan: you don’t put a picture in
the room, but grow the room from the picture.
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as its use by criminal elements and the distribution of (child)
pornography. But not only that. From conservative circles
comes the criticism that the values of high culture will be
destroyed by the new technology, values that are associated
with older media, usually literature. Cultural pessimistic “media
ecologists” argue for a limitation of the “avalanche of sound,”
“image diarrhea” and “information overload” the new medium
brings and the stress all this causes the average citizen.
Information filters are demanded (central control). Criticism is
also heard from liberal circles, where there is disappointment
with what the new medium can accomplish. These users
approach every new technology in a science-fiction
manner: they instantly grasp what it is capable of in
principle, but oh, these technical problems and limitations
that spoil the fun! Finally, there is always criticism of the
medium’s secret political agenda. On the one hand there is
the inevitable military ancestry of the new medium and the
possibilities for control it has inherited (“Big Brother”). On
the other hand there are the attempts by the traditional powers
to limit the democratic changes facilitated by the new
technology and this is invariably done by pointing to the
criminal and pornographic aspects of the new tool. All of this
criticism, as much as the excitement of the previous phase,
causes society to be “charged” with a desire for the new
technology (described by Michael Heim as “energizing the
society towards the technology”).
The critical phase for computer networks were the years
from the end of the 1980s till the mid 1990s, when ARPANET
and numerous other networks merged globally to form the
Internet and a totally unexpected period of economic growth
began after the meager 1980s, although these developments
did differ regionally. Geert Lovink and Pit Schultz have nicely
characterized this critical phase with all its contradictions: “It is
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For example, you extract a concept from hip hop, like “cadence” or “flow.” Flow is a hip hop term that describes the talking
and rhyming of an MC as Sprechgesang, somewhere between speech and singing. This points to the unstableness of hip
hop, the cadence that isn’t the one or the other, but is both and neither. That is the first step. Then you notice how this flow
trades places with patterns, beats and rhythms: how sometimes the digital rhythms seem to have a communicative force, and
the talking has a punctuating impact. So the words are being used for their percussive force, and the rhythm has now a
communicative value.
That is the second step, which leads you to the third step, namely really listening to the drum codes: what is being
communicated? Now if you keep following this vector, the strange thing is that at some point you’ll always reconnect with
social desires, with the social, political and historical state of things.
Can you give an example?
Take the producer Timbaland. His R&B and hip hop drumcodes are all about non-resolution, they just don’t resolve. They feel
unfinished, incomplete, unsettling. His drum codes train you in the pleasure of unresolution. But then you listen to the MC who
is rhyming along with these drum codes, and he is giving these extremely harsh, label-conscious, hypercapitalistic lyrics. They
seem totally at odds with the unfinished drum codes. So you go back and rethink this music, rhythmically so advanced, and in
strange contrast to their lyrics. Hip hop is a conflicted form with totally clashing desires running through it. It is so very
American that it has given up on desires of finding a new lyrical subjectivity. All the subjectivity has gone into its programming,
production and patterns of rhythm. The regressive side is all in the lyrics. But music needs this tension between advanced and
regressive elements. A music form which is all advancement and has no place for conservatism can create a weird factor of
boredom, like drum ‘n’ bass in the late 1990s. It got totally scientific, and though I thought I should love it since it agreed with
all my ideas about breakbeat science, it somehow bored me to death. It lacked friction.
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the time of the formation of the virtual class, the charismatic
salespeople, the visionaries of the machine-man, the young
entrepreneurs who like to take a chance, the enthusiastic
reporters and determined grass-root democrats, the Netjunkies, the early-capitalist exorbitant fees of web advisors, the
experimental media artists who know programmers, the
utopias of universal access and free speech, the city as a
metaphor for access, in short: the digital revolution. This is also
the phase where Net criticisms starts, fuelled by a cheerful
bewilderment over the “will to virtuality” and the Californian
ideology of Wired Magazine …” Et cetera, et cetera. Roy
Ascott’s texts cited above date from this period, urging us to
shield the spiritual potential of pure connectivity from a trivial
and non-artistic use of networks that nonetheless progressed
uninhibited.
The third phase of the new medium, finally, is that of its
total acceptance by and proliferation in society. The tool,
charged with such high expectations and gloomy suspicion,
now has become one more household device among many
others, assimilated in a rearranged daily normality. Within
the industry the new medium is ruthlessly monopolized,
legitimized by the claim that this concentration of power
has the favorable side effect for the consumer of universal
standards, which will gradually eliminate all of the
cumbersome technical problems. As a result, all attention
can be shifted to the design and content of the new
medium. However, media are never “finished”; they are
always under development, both technologically and contentwise. Besides monopoly there is also diversification: the
accessibility of the new medium basically enables anyone to
find his or her own use for it, from specific technological
interventions (video art versus commercial television, Linux
versus Windows, artistic Web browsers versus search engines

shun
The big term in hip hop is “blazing,” you are on fire when you listen to it. In order to become blazing, it needs these
contrasting sides. In a sense it allows you your dreams about cars and money. It is good to have music that brings that
appetite for capitalism to the foreground sometimes. Although in a way it makes it worse as well. As Simon Reynolds said: “It’s
pop music or a better world: the choice is yours.” The 1960s were wrong. Music makes things worse. A lot of popular culture is
very brazen, uncaring and unlicensed. And isn’t it amazing that this dance music has giant industries behind it, who condone
those brazen vulgarities?
That’s why it’s necessary to be fluid about pop culture. If you make a rigid distinction between pop and serious music, you
miss out on the vectors of social desires behind the pop music. A lot of the music I study, late 20th-century hip hop or disco,
has been declared dead over and over again. But as it turns out, they’re not going to die at all, far from it. That’s why any
argument about high and low culture is irrelevant. It’s a question of usefulness, of perceptual training. I still think, as McLuhan
does, of art as a form of social navigation. Hip hop transmits a massive amount of data. It trains you in getting comfortable
with massive amounts of data, and in finding rhythms in data. That’s the usefulness of hip hop. Every music is an art form that
adapts you to technological processes.
From 1900 onward, as Dick Raaymakers described it, music gradually became “electrified.” Now, at the turn of the 21st century, music is
digitalized. So now we have, for example ,the sampler, the “universal music machine” as you call it ...
I would say that music is the most cyberneticized form of art. And the sampler is as virtual as you can get in music. It is a gray
box with a window, a digital readout and buttons. There’s nothing to see, but everything to hear, to do. Matthew Herbert, for
example, minidisced a sample of the crumpling of an empty bag of sweets with it. Then he sampled the tones he liked in that
and in short built a sweet packet cellophane percussion instrument. If he physically were to build a percussion instrument out
of sweet packets, it would take him ages.

like AltaVista or Yahoo) to innovations in content (expanded
cinema versus cinema movies, the use of animation software in
architecture).
This is not just a matter of developing counterforces
against the imperialist urges of money-hungry corporations.
Digital media are not mass media in the sense of being one
product for as many consumers as possible. The computerization of production processes makes “mass customization”
possible: the smallest niche in the market can be served for the
same price as the mass market. Processes, not end products, are
being standardized digitally: a manufacturer of sports footwear
can market thousands of different models; a publisher can print
hundreds of titles in minimal editions. Besides McDonald’s
there are hundreds of exotic restaurants in every city, and both
are the result of increased air travel. TV no longer offers just
three channels but hundreds, thanks to satellite networks and
dishes. In the case of computer networks this third phase
unfolded after 1995 with the proliferation of the World Wide
Web and the processes of monopolizing and diversification that
came with it, and with the rise of e-commerce. The social and
economic consequences of the proliferation of the new medium
could now also be scientifically researched instead of using
only participating observation and critical speculation, and
this resulted in the first extensive studies into the
networked society, such as Manuel Castells’ three-part
series The Information Age: Economy, Society and Culture (1996-1999).
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The introduction, proliferation and acceptance of a new
medium can also be described in terms of a different process.
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But in music, the original situation was that sound and instrument were completely connected. To what degree is a sampler, or a computer, a
musical instrument?
Well, in a certain sense you could say that a computer, a powerbook, isn’t a sound machine in the way a piano or violin is. If,
for example, you’re running some software on your powerbook and you tap a key, this key, attached to the software, then it
produces a sound and modifies this sound as you’re playing. And suddenly something happens to your software and the
instructions you’re sending it aren’t working in the same way. Somebody compared it to playing a guitar when suddenly the
neck starts to droop and all of a sudden there are only four strings instead of six. That’s what playing on a computer is like.
When you’re playing on it while performing, you try to keep a certain structure in it, but you do allow that structure to keep on
modifying. The fact that this process of playing is immaterialized, that all the effort of the hand/body coordination is now
invested in clicking, is not the main thing. The main thing is the thought process, which is about metaintuition and
hyperimmediacy.
I would say that software is more than an instrument, it is a mixing studio, and in this studio are all the instruments you
can think of. It is at least two dimensions more complex than playing guitar. Of course a guitarist would say the exact
opposite. He would say that playing the guitar implies an embodied intelligence, gained through decades of rehearsing, that a
powerbook can’t have. When you’re playing the guitar the intelligence is all distributed, up to your fingertips, where as with a
powerbook it feels as if the intelligence has migrated to the software and you’re just the user.
But that’s not really the case. Take glitch music. The whole point of glitch music is to show that the complexity of the
software still breaks down. Because of this fascination for malfunction and breakdown they introduce stupidity and ugliness in
their music, in defiance of the intelligence of the computer. Malfunctions will always be with us, and music has taken this idea
of the immanent accident to an extreme form. JODI has too. When you log on to their site, there’s malfunction wherever you
turn. They show you the beauty of repeated ugliness and repeated malfunction. You get all these strange perceptual feelings;
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Jay David Bolter and Richard Grusin write in Remediation:
Understanding New Media (1999) that all media
aim at giving the user an experience of “immediacy,” a direct
experience of reality. Older media, which are taken totally for
granted, achieve this effect by transparency: the users see right
through the medium, as it were, and see the reality that lies
behind without having to pay any attention to the medium
that sits between their perception and what is perceived. Still,
even newly introduced media can create a similar sensation of
immediacy, be it with opposite means. They accomplish this
through “hypermediation”: since their use is not yet taken for
granted, they draw attention not so much to the reality they
reproduce but rather to themselves as the medium of
reproduction. Where a transparent medium is “invisible,” new
hypermediated media always make you aware of the fact that
you are not connected to an “outermedial” reality but to a
medium. The way the medium operates creates the immediate
experience, the experience of “something real”: the medium is
real, not the illusion of reproduction it evokes. Through its
hypermediation each new medium exposes the older media’s
transparency as it reveals the fact that in the domain of media
you can never have a direct experience of something that is
“outermedial”; all you experience are medial effects, of which
transparency is one and hypermediation is another.
Resistance by adepts of older media like printing against
newer media like the Internet is a resistance against the
demythologizing of the older perception of reality; the
belief system that is regarded as highly private now turns
out to be constructed around just one medium among
many. At the same time, however, experiences with new
media are being structured by their interaction with older
media: if no one could read or write, the Internet would
never have existed, as until 1994 it was a purely text-based

shun
you feel protective of your computer, you feel responsible and guilty and stupid – how did I get into this? These feelings are
the other side of all the convenience technology claims to offer.
You mentioned the distributed intelligence of the guitar player, and in your book you talk about the body as a large brain, where the brain is
distributed across the entire surface or the body. Could you be more precise?
Here I really should mention the installation of Lars Spuybroek, built for the exhibition Vision Machine in Nantes, which I
just visited. Initially you think the installation is optically incredible. You look at all the arches, completely white, and inside you
can see these undulations, gradual slopes. But once you’re in, you realize your eyes won’t help you at all. All the navigation
actually comes from your feet, or more precisely, from somewhere between your ankles and your heels, and somewhere
between the back of your thighs and your knees. You begin to understand, muscularly, the idea of motorgeometry, how the
action transmits from the architectural floor space up through the limbs and how this works proprioceptively. Usually I don’t
believe in the distinction between thinking and experiencing, but in this case there’s a drastic difference between the two. It
was the first time I really experienced how intelligence begins at the toes and ends at the fingertips, the idea of distributed
intelligence. With each step you feel your feet and your muscles thinking, coordinating, as if you’ve never had to walk before.
There is a regressiveness in that which is very enjoyable.
The installation, this artificial landscape, seems very static, but when you walk or even clamber through it, it feels like it’s
moving. It reminds you of artificial sand dunes, but solidified, frozen ones. When you’re in a disorienting situation, the first
thing you do is reach for familiar analogies, to guide you through. Those analogies keep falling apart, but you keep scrabbling
for them anyway. You think of huge cellular cave structures, giant rib cages of dinosaurs, glaciers at night. This breakdown of
the processes by which you make the world familiar is fascinating. The whole exhibition is like a giant machine for first
stripping one perception away, then slowly retraining you in a new one: the perceptions of yourself.

medium. If photographic images, animations and icons had not
been so familiar to everyone since childhood, the World Wide
Web would never have arrived, because without this familiar
aspect the Web would have been totally inaccessible. New
media, according to Bolter and Grusin, “remediate” older
media: they represent older media like writing,
photography or television in their own format. Old media
in turn remediate newer media: in television the Web
esthetics of frames and running text has become widely
accepted with news programs and music channels. The
printing process remediated handwritten folios from the
Middle Ages but went on to include letters, newspapers,
cinema, television and the Internet (the e-mail novel). All
mediations are remediations of other media: everything that
can be seen or heard in media is a representation of other
media. If this were not so, all media would be as enigmatic as
the hieroglyphics of a language whose deciphering key has
been lost.
No matter how much social consternation results from
the introduction of new media and no matter how much these
media seem to revolutionize our experience of reality,
according to Bolter and Grusin new media, just like older
media, are exclusively about media use. Media deal with their
own functioning and their interactions with each other. The
media form one huge closed system that is more a parallel
reality next to “existing reality” than a system for reproducing
that reality. “Existing reality” is nonexistent for us anyway: we
only know perceived reality, and our perception is always
defined by the media we have learned to use, no matter how
transparent these media seem to become in our long
association with them. Perception, for instance with the eyes,
is a statistical process where the first filtering takes place in the
optic nerve and the manner of filtering is medially defined,
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Is what you experienced in Nantes in any way similar to experiencing music?
There is a parallel with rhythm. To create a really brand new rhythm is quite difficult, since it immediately implies a new
configuration of time in space. You have to plot the coordinates of time and space all over again. Greil Marcus called it a new
way of walking in the world. A new rhythm implies a new way of stepping. I always think a new rhythm grows a new human.
Lars’ installation is like solidified rhythm. It is amazing that in Lars Spuybroek’s work so much stasis produces so much rolling
momentum. I’ve always wondered why dance floors are still horizontal, despite the fact that music has all these virtual
landslides. Like in modern R&B, where the basses are a rumbling landslide, a seismic event without any defined notes. We’re
always analogizing music to imbalance on the one hand, and landscape or geology on the other hand. Lars Spuybroek has
both literalized and conceptualized the sensation a lot of music has. This two-way traffic between the sensory and the
conceptual, between the mental and the material, that’s what distributed intelligence means. Music is by definition the zone
where the sensory and the conceptual are actively confused and dissolved. That’s one of the unspoken drives behind music, to
confuse the binaries you inherit.
scenes from The Matrix

right down to the visual cortex and all neuron and hormone
centers and muscular systems it is connected to. In this sense,
our body as well is a medium among other media. From an
early age we live within the net of media, within a virtual
horizon, within a medially generated normality, no matter how
much we think we are driven by a wish for “immediacy,” by a
wish to leave media behind us and come face to face with the
real, authentic reality. This wish in itself is a medial effect. Roy
Ascott: “To be in the Net is to be everywhere, to be outside of
the Net is to be nowhere at all” (La Plissure du Texte,
1984). The certainty that we live in a medial system is the
technoia, the new experience that users get from electronic
networks. Whatever is communicated within these networks, it
won’t be about “the world out there.” But what riches lie
within!

The strategy of art
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The question of how the medium of networks – the virtual
domain – is related to the non-virtual world – the actual
domain – is the question of how one medium, for instance
the Internet, is related to other media such as the city, or
the countryside, or the building, or the body. To realize this
means to prevent the fruitless debate about the difference
between “real” and “virtual” and to replace it with the much
more sensible debate about the difference between the desire
for immediacy – “authentic experience” – and the desire for virtuality – “potential experience.” In medial terms: the difference
between transparency and hypermediation. Everything is real,
everything is unreal, and let’s forget about the opposition.
Insight into how the media system works is also relevant
to the question of network art. The difference between artistic

shun
You keep stressing that music is an entirely technological experience. Music is a human-machine interface. It makes one wonder, where
would unplugged music, as in the MTV shows of a few years back, fit into your universe?
Since Nirvana unplugged themselves, and then not even totally, the situation has drastically changed. Back then this
unplugging was a move away from distortion, dissonance and feedback towards a cleaner, gentler sound. Unplugged was
about getting rid of sound-vision schismatic. It welded the humans, the sounds and the instruments. A few years ago I would
have reacted very dismissively and considered it an acoustic retreat from the plugged-in society we live in.
But now, four or five years on, some of the best digital music actually uses unplugged sounds, hands-on tactile sounds. I
mentioned Matthew Herbert already. The mix between these unplugged sounds and sounds that have an impalpable,
untouchable, electronic feel is a big thing these days. Unplugged music now sounds to me like a new frontier of plugged
music. Instead of the opposite of plugged music, unplugged music has become a new tonal palette for plugged music. Things
happen fast in popmusic. There are now two whole new areas: broken beats, which sounds real-time but isn’t, and pop
artificiel, sugary and brittle-sounding music. Plus Two-step Garage and the new R&B. This has all happened after I wrote
More Brilliant Than The Sun.
Does that call for a new book?
Actually, my next book will be called Visions of Rhythm or Rhythms of Vision and takes off from a particular visual effect of
stasis surrounded by movement, which you see everywhere now: in adverts, music videos, films. I first noticed it in a 1996 video
of Roni Size, in which he has a magical remote control that can freeze his surroundings. The Matrix is obviously a key
example, but you can see it also in the works of Jeff Wall, which have this frozen quality. It is in the novel The Fermata by
Nicholson Baker, whose hero can stop the flow of time – a fermata in music is the sustaining of a chord or rest for a duration

and other use of media is that art is based on a medium’s unique
character, being the material the artist works with. The nonartistic use of media remediates another medium in its own
medium to reach an effect of transparency: it reproduces other
media and yes, there is a resemblance, it is just like the real
thing! Artistic use of media tries to make the medium itself
speak; it makes the material of the medium speak. It does
not reproduce, it produces, and it is hypermedial. An
excellent portrait can be a boring painting, but a bad portrait can be a highly interesting painting (see Picasso’s
portrait of Gertrude Stein of 1906, of which the artist
himself said apologetically that she would start to look
more like the portrait as time went by). Once in a while you
see a good portrait that is a good painting as well, like
Velázquez’s portrait of Pope Innocent X (1650): here the paint
produces the Pope instead of the other way around, meaning
that Velázquez’s brush technology and colors produce the
image of the Pope, instead of the Pope imposing the image he
has of himself on the painting. In new work and especially in
newly introduced media, the difference between artistic and
non-artistic use is still hard to see; here time seems to be the
best critic.
What, then, is the Net’s own character, if we use the
word “Net” to indicate all computer networks? What does the
Net accomplish that other media are incapable of? Derrick de
Kerckhove in Connected Intelligence (1997) gives
three characteristics of the activities both of Net users and of
the industries that service the Net: interactivity, hypertextuality and connectivity. Interactivity is the physical connection between people or between communication-based
industries. Interactivity is the power of connected systems
(both technological and living ones) to mutually change each
other: both interactors learn from what the other one does.
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longer than the indicated time value – and, well, he uses this ability to undress women.
Why is there a fascination for the control of time in pop culture at the moment? It’s comparable to the fascination for slow
motion in the 1960s. Why do people enjoy the cultural fantasy of double speed, the mix of suspension and movement, slowness
and speed? Nicholson Baker suggests it has to with the editability of the temporal continuum. Having a lot of machines for
editing, from the answering machine to the digital camera, encourages the fantasy that social reality is also editable. Anyway,
that’s my starting point. What I do is theory in the Ballardian sense, where you’re creating a science fiction of the next nine
minutes, not of galaxies and robots, but science fiction of five minutes from now.
scenes from The Matrix
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Most of all, they learn what reactions to expect and how to deal
with these reactions themselves. Hypertextuality, then, is the
connection of contents or of knowledge-based industries.
Hypertextuality is an extension of Ted Nelson’s “hypertext,”
which stood for the connection of all existing text via links.
Hypertextuality means that elements from all sorts of information (text, image, sound) can be connected via hyperlinks to
information clusters that are located elsewhere (for instance on
websites). “Elsewhere” on the Net can mean all the sites
worldwide that reside on servers – as long as they can be found.
Finally, connectivity, according to De Kerckhove is the mental
connection between people or between industries via networks: the “spiritual exchange” Roy Ascott mentions.
Are these three aspects really characteristic of the Net
only? Isolated digital media that are not linked to networks,
such as CD-ROM, DVD and “closed” installations, also show
interactivity even if this consists of little more than allowing
the user to determine his or her own way of navigating the
information offered. Within networks, and within installations
connected to the Net, interactivity often is much greater
because the user may have the possibility for input and can
have a much more open communication with the system.
This, however, is a gradual difference, not a principal one.
Hypertextuality, the connection via hyperlinks between
information residing at different locations, also occurs
when you gather things that interest you from books,
magazines and documents in a library or database, depending on what the library or database has to offer. Connectivity, the awareness of being part of an all-connecting
network, also occurs when you use the telephone or watch
television, or when you travel around the world. The
conclusion has to be that these three characteristics are not so
unique to computer networks as to enable artists to make the
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interview

How and when did you become involved with computer networks?
In August 1989, at the Galactic Hacker Party in Paradiso, an international gathering of computer
hackers. That was my first contact with the Internet, bulletin board systems (BBSes) and other
topics that later would play an important role in the discussion about computer networks. Internet
access, cryptography, privacy, network architecture, the philosophy of decentralized networks –
topics harking back to the 1970s and 1980s and the early definition of hackers as described in
Stephen Levy’s Hackers: Heroes of the Computer Revolution. Early hackers were
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Geert Lovink, V2 – 1996

medium of the Net itself speak.
What then is unique? The immaterial aspect? Paul Virilio
has pointed out that during a car ride, and certainly when
traveling in an airplane, the landscape between the point of
departure and the point of arrival has in fact lost its significance. In computer networks and other real-time technologies
the moments of departure and arrival even coincide: the
physical distance between two computers is irrelevant, is
denied and ignored. If speed used to be the essence of war,
then now, according to Virilio, speed is itself war: a war
against the material existence of the world as a threedimensional truth. “And so the world disappears like a loved
one you forget during a long journey.” The view of human
being as information processing system postulates that
information is more essential than the body which processes
the information: information couldn’t care less whether it is
communicated by an electronic or organic system.
In the same context we find Richard Dawkins’ view that
bodies are nothing more than a vehicle of “selfish genes”
following their own route through evolution: the body is the
technique genes use to spread themselves. In Negative
Horizon (1984) Paul Virilio states: “It is hard to imagine a
society that will renounce the body, like the soul has been
renounced before, and yet that is the society we are now
heading for.” The machine has become the model for
understanding humanity and humanity has turned into a
“posthuman” entity living in what Katherine Hayles describes as
“the computational universe.” “The computational universe
realizes the cybernetic dream of creating a world in which
humans and intelligent machines can both feel at home. That
equality derives from the view that not only our world but the
great cosmos itself is a vast computer and that we are the
programs it runs” (How We Became Posthuman,
1999).
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mainly fighting for access to networks, which wasn’t allowed at the time. The HTML protocols to take you from one server to
the next didn’t exist yet; you had to log in over and over, each time entering a login name and password.
Downloading was possible, though. That is why FTP-ing, copying files from one PC to another, was the main activity then. In
hacker circles the discussions were mostly about exchanging software, not so much about exchanging information. This is still
the Kittlerian, technological determinist definition: the Internet = exchanging computer files. In this view a network consists of
computers talking to each other. It doesn’t involve people. Their communication, e-mail and chatting are just a byproduct of
the system. However, if you ask people what the Internet is for they will mention information and communication. These two
worlds, the “truth” of technology and the everyday experience of users, have grown ever further apart and seldom meet.
All the same, hackers were always regarded as social activists.
Yes, but in actual fact most hackers are libertarians and not at all politically or socially committed. A small element did have
its origin in the alternative political culture of the West Coast, which was rooted in the Vietnam War and was later inspired by
broader alternative movements. In California, in the late 1960s, a small group of people already realized that computer
networks would play a major role in building social networks outside of the closed world of mass media, as an alternative
channel for the distribution of information and the formation of communication networks between people, groups and
movements. Direct and decentralized, with no intermediary role for the media. The aim was to give the users as many facilities
and as much freedom as possible. This urge for freedom was characteristic for a large majority of these users. The BBS culture,
by the way, is still very much alive today, for instance in Japan and Taiwan where people don’t really trust the Internet. The
same goes for Germany. BBS interfaces have become very nice, and they all include e-mail now. My guess is that BBSes have
a great future. The Internet is becoming so over-guarded that we will very likely see parallel networks emerge.
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This approach leaves art no other position than that of
criticism or appeasement where the art lover or art consumer is
confronted with the tenacious existence of his or her
(pronouncedly redundant) physical body through a physical
interface, or where the inevitable failure and breakdown of
technological systems is celebrated as a liberation. Or should
network art become totally involved in the immateriality of the
digital world and strive to strengthen and deepen it: “live in
cyberspace” and look for “virtual love”?
There is another way. Making the unique possibilities of
a medium speak is not all art does, as this would amount to a
glorification of the technical limitations of that medium, which,
for that matter, can produce great beauty. Hypermediality, the
visualization of a medium, is a crucial element of art because it
enables the observer/user to see one medium via another
medium. In the example of Velázquez the image that Pope
Innocent X had created of himself through clothing, body
posture and facial expression is visualized in the image
produced in the paint. Such an artistic switching of media can
place you outside of these media as if in vertigo – as if you are
communicating with the outermedial – a position from which
you can look back at what media do to their users. Only to
realize that you are still part of the media system, albeit no
longer as a prisoner but as a fellow player.
This moment of clarity, when you find yourself in a sort
of medial in-between space and you recognize your
complicity with and responsibility for the media system, is
the moment of art, of the esthetic experience. Outside of
the media there is nothing; that way lies death – a very vital
death, to be sure, because all medial life originates from it,
but for the rest it is as unforgiving as physical mortality. To
be touched by and to rise from this medial death by art is
the moment at which you are initiated into the “culture” of

ovink
How did you see networks in those early days? Did you realize their significance? Did you regard them as underground?
In those days computers, in a social and cultural sense, were really men’s toys. At first I saw BBS’s as just something extra
beside local TV on the Amsterdam cable and pirate radio stations such as Patapoe, one I was involved in. The Internet or a
BBS did have the potential to bring together all kinds of different platforms – radio, TV, books, magazines. This is what
motivated many artists, activists and hackers. There was a lot of wild experimentation and speculation. As early as 1994
viewers were chatting on TV. An added bonus of the Internet was that it had this international element that was lacking in
local and national BBS networks.
My definition of networking is being able to create your own parallel context, a completely new context. Such a context is
a lifeline, something that motivates people to further develop their online work. This context is not the end goal, it is the start.
The network really has no other purpose than its own elimination. This elimination, however, will not happen overnight. We are
speaking of such far-reaching and prolonged transformations that you can’t just suddenly say the Internet is over and done
with or that it is nicely humming along. There are still enormous developments to come.
The rise of BBSes where artists, activists and hackers met each other in the pre-Internet period was the result of a
distribution crisis with people who were making media-based art, first using the telephone, fax and letters and later on
computers – from low-tech installations to high-tech videos. This type of work was very costly, non-physical and not sitedependent. These ideas, concepts, tapes and installations had a natural propensity to travel. This work was, in effect, already
virtual. In the late 1980s it became clear that technology would succeed in facilitating this data traveling. The problem,
however, was access and capacity, so the obvious choice was to build your own networks. For the cultural formation of many of
the networks involved in new media, the Wetware Convention in 1991 in Amsterdam was the next stage. The contours of
cultural networks that would ultimately be completely Internet based became visible there, as did the close ties with Eastern
Europe with its merry-cynical take on the whole thing. Sometime between 1993 and 1995 these networks effectively went online.

your time, your world. A “culture” you will from now on expand
or at least defend with tooth and nail.

Knowbotic Research

The Net is a combination of television and telephone with a
keyboard instead of a dial. “There is no Nobel Prize for the best
telephone conversation” (Adilkno) and the question of whether
television can be used to make art has yet to be decided, although there are artists who have endorsed TV shows. Telephone conversations can produce great theater. The television
and the telephone are ideal for problematizing other media –
film art on TV is completely different from the same film in a
cinema. Likewise, the Net being a fusion of telephone and
television, you can question existing visual art practice,
something “net artists” like Alexei Shulgin, Vuc Cosic and Heath
Bunting have tried to do in the years 1994-1999. As long as it
is unclear what kind of medium the Net is or will become, in
view of the rapid developments, all these artistic endeavors
remain somewhat provisional.
One thing is clear, however, and that is that the Net
generates a new vision of social reality: a realization that
everything is connected to everything else through lines of
force and attractors in a system of localized actions and
interactions with no central control, generating other
actions and interactions elsewhere, and from this hypertextual multitude a cohesion rises which, again provisionally, has been named cyberspace or the virtual domain. This
new notion of reality is the field of network art, as distinguished from “net art”: network art works with networks,
whereas net art works on the Net. Netart questions the
medium of the Internet (World Wide Web) as to its artistic
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Isn’t it curious that the fascination with networks is at such a completely different level from their content? Everyone has very high
expectations of the network, but not of the content.
Content seems to belong to the private domain, even if this content is public. This has to do with the fact that networks are
first and foremost social structures, communities. Being part of that implies having obligations. Information on the other hand
is not compulsory; it is second-rate, uninteresting, because it is passive. It is convenient when you want to check something, but
that’s really all it is.
Still, networks are organized around certain themes.
In a social sense, networks are indeed organized around a theme. Of course you don’t linger if all you get is a lot of rubbish.
Within a network there is a delicate balance between information, static and debate. A network never consists of purely useful
information. It’s what some people expect and they log off immediately, because they don’t understand that they are
participating in an ongoing conversation. If you lose interest for a while, you can just leave it and then pick it up again the
next day. It’s just like television, the weather or the stars. You don’t watch for a moment and things will have changed.
A network has a number of stages. The first phase is bringing together a critical mass, usually between fifty and a hundred
people. If the conversation and exchange of information within this group is to be meaningful, it has to have the right mix of
people who know each other plus at least the same number of strangers. And the group should have a real basis: people must
have a clear if minimal common denominator, shared interest or identity. With Nettime it is the shared effort of defining a
critical, diverse “new media culture” from various disciplines, debates and locations.
This critical mass should be able to add a surplus value to the network. You have to have a reason for spending time on a
network. People must have a use for it in their daily lives, otherwise it becomes a noncommittal coercion-free dialogue.
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potential or limitations, while network art explores and redefines other media via the medium of the Net. For instance, the
city in the electronic age.
I0_dencies – Questioning Urbanity is a
long-term project by the Austrian-German artists’ group
Knowbotic Research. Its aim is to investigate how cities can
be read as networks and what this new “reading” implies.
Knowbotic Research rejects the notion that the Net will
inevitably lead to “globalization” and will unify the world in
one “global village,” as Marshall McLuhan predicted in the
late 1960s. The Net is not a homogenizing but a heterogenizing social force. Net access does not make a location
“global” but rather “translocal”: its own characteristics remain
intact on the Net while a mental and social layer is added, a
realization of being a part of something more than just one’s
own habitat. The forces that define one’s own place, town or
neighborhood are influenced through the Net by other forces
from other locations and as a result rearrange or develop
themselves, which in turn has an influence on forces elsewhere.
For I0_dencies, a local architect in Tokyo mapped out
movements through the city’s various railway stations,
markets, hotels and other public spaces: architectural, economic, information and traffic movements. These digital “flow
charts” were then published on the Net or, made available in
exhibition spaces in the form of installations. Thus the public
could place so-called “attractors” onto the map and observe
how the urban flows reacted to these, how the entire
configuration of the map of a location reorganized itself
accordingly, by their own interventions and those of other
users – both local and elsewhere – with whom they could also
interact. The attractors manipulated the urban processes in
various ways: by reinforcing, blocking, spreading, confusing,
pushing back, organizing, erasing, mixing, weakening, et

ovink
A network that only exchanges opinions is totally boring. All you get then is people sending each other short messages such as
“I don’t agree with you.”
It is often said that this critical mass should also have the right balance of people who look on and people who
participate. Personally it doesn’t bother me that a large number of people only lurk. Some lists don’t like this and stress
participation. With Nettime I did try and promote some form of participation, specifically to involve people from other parts of
the world like Eastern and Southern Europe, Asia and South America, besides participants from a select group of Western
European big cities. Not because growth is a goal in itself, but just out of curiosity. This is where you run up against a typically
European problem: language. Soon the Americans will make up only half of the total number of Internet users and yet English
is the most common language on the Internet, followed by Spanish and Mandarin. This global uniform culture is dominant. This
raises the question of whether a radically different Internet would be viable, one that draws on other cultures, like Islam, to
mention just one possibility.
After having bringing together a critical mass a network reaches the phase of consolidation and growth. On the one hand
certain patterns start to form within the network, on the other hand new names keep joining up. You often hear of five
hundred as being the magical limit. With five hundred subscribers to a list, static will start to dominate. How this works is
described in Bolo’bolo by p.m. One of the most important issues in a growing network is how to moderate it. If people start
talking rubbish, who is to interfere? You can appoint a moderator to insure a good balance of static and information, but of
course a problem arises when moderating becomes censoring. There are very strict networks where only meaningful
information is circulated, but these are more like newsletters that don’t provide participation. Networks have a certain innate
looseness and should allow the possibility of meeting someone offline as well.

cetera. This gave the audience insight into how mutually
affecting individual actions developed over time in the
urban web.
I0_dencies’s next city was São Paulo, Brazil. Over
a number of months a similar “flow chart” was made of a
few city districts, this time by a group of young local
architects. They used a different method from the one
applied in Tokyo, simply because the inhabitants of São
Paulo experience their city quite differently. Texts, images
and sounds were collected that were thought to be important
to the neighborhoods the architects operated in – a
psychogeographical rather than a topological approach. The
various maps of intensities and tensions in the city were again
digitized in such a way that local and non-local visitors could
manipulate the electronic urban movements, this time on a
visual, acoustical and textual level. This resulted in insight into
how the subjective experience of the relationships within the
city develops over time when new elements are introduced. In
the cases of both Tokyo and São Paulo the city was not seen as
a more or less stable complex of buildings and streets but as a
connectivist, self-organizing, “machinic” system of lines of
force and attractors: a notion of “urbanity” that is radically
different from the classic approach to city planning; a notion
made possible only by the experience of the translocal
functioning of the Net. Lars Spuybroek has developed a similar
approach to the architecture of individual buildings: a building,
seen not as a structure of floors and walls, of verticals and
horizontals, but as the spatial structure that comes into being
when all present or desired lines of force and attractors within
an environment organize themselves into a cohesive whole.
Knowbotic Research: “We see the city not as a
representation of the urban forces, but as the interface to these
urban forces and processes. The city is not “the world of urban
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What importance do you attribute to activists and artists in the development of the Internet and its successors?
During the recent period of the dotcom mania I didn’t have high hopes in this respect. Now I am somewhat more positive
again and less intimidated by the economic force wielded by the IT industry. One aspect of the European outlook on the
Internet and other computer networks is that not everyone here is keen on disassembling the welfare state because of this or
that process of globalization. It is important to also give people who are not set on making a lot of money a say in how
technology should be developing. You cannot simply condemn this majority to this one option: being a consumer. It is
especially artists and activists who enrich the Net by designing idiosyncratic interfaces. In this way participation is both
anticipated and designed.
In Europe people wish to maintain the idea that there are other network architectures imaginable and feasible besides the
present one. Whether this will succeed remains to be seen. One option is “open source,” which is based on the idea that it is
okay to make money with your own work but that tools and platforms should be freely accessible to everyone. Software as
shared knowledge. It is the principle Linux was founded on, but the idea is gaining ground in the cultural field now as well.
Our aim with lists like Nettime is to create a forum where people can exchange different ideas about interfaces, operating
systems and network architecture, even though the discussion has become increasingly an economic one over the years. Should
everyone become a cultural entrepreneur? Can you do the things you always wanted to do besides your work? The question
remains what role electronic art can play in these developments. Sometimes it seems there is an influence, when all of a
sudden a new network culture seems to emerge, like in France. But frankly I think artists and activists make very little
difference. Basically we are just visitors in the world of programers and engineers who, directed by businessmen, are
preoccupied with completely different things. Nowadays a telecom company like Nortel asks us in their advertisements: “What
do you want the Internet to be?” Others should have cried this out. We? Is there still such a thing as “we”? Is there room for
strategy or is it every man for himself? That is typically a network question.
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forces” but the interface through which we interact and
negotiate with urban forces. The electronic tools are not “the
world of data and information” in which we now live, but the
interface to certain symbolic and expressive processes, and thus
to existing urban processes.” The material world as an interface
to the just as concrete but usually invisible or denied other,
dynamic world in which we lead our lives. “If the interface is the
point and the moment of action and experience, it is also the
medium that brings forth the subject and shapes the world.”
We are who and what we are because of our actions in our
environment, both local and translocal. We have no control
over our environment and over who we become in this
environment, but we can exercise influence. We are one among
many, and this “many” includes not just other people but also
the natural, urban and private environment in which we act,
the education we receive, the institutes we make use of, the
media we use, the art we recognize. We live not just on an
“island of the soul”: consciousness, the body, the environment, they are all provisional results of emergent
processes. “The body thinks in unknown kinds of bodily
intelligence because it’s a large brain, because the brain is
distributed across the entire surface of the body” (Kodwo
Eshun). The non-human (machinic) is as much a part of
what we are as is the human. The “I” is part of a distributed
cognitive system, spread over various heterogeneous
elements, an interface to personal, impersonal and suprapersonal forces and processes that influence each other in all
sorts of complex relationships. We are as intelligent and as
sensitive as we can make the environment we live in. With the
Net, this can happen more than before.

o

Seiji Shimoda (1953) is a poet and performance
artist. Since the late 1980s he has done
performances all over the world and in 1995 he
was appointed head of the Nippon International
Performance Art Festival in Tokyo and Nagano. He
has performed On the Table more than eighty
times in twenty-six different countries.

interview

You hardly use any technical equipment in your performances. Why not?
For several reasons. The first one is that I like to travel a lot, because I want to see a bit of the
world. If I needed a lot of high-tech my range would be very limited. Only rich countries would
then be able to present my performances and Asia would be excluded. The second reason is
that I do not believe technology contains more ideas than we already have ourselves. Of course
it does make life more comfortable and easier, but at the same time we always lose something
by it. The third reason is that my background is in poetry, not in theater or music. For poetry, all
you need is a pen and some paper. I use just my body, and small things. That is sufficient. And,
finally, I feel that nowadays we need some form of physical effort, because if that disappears
from our high-tech society we would get a lot of problems: violent schoolchildren, cults,
loneliness.
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What exactly do we lose because of technology?
Some sort of content. These past few days I have been so busy with my computer that afterwards I really felt the need to do
some kind of simple chore. Yesterday I cut the shrubs in my garden and today I spent some time watching the wild water birds
at the river nearby. Then I rediscovered the meaning of my work. Such experiences restore me; technology does not.
In a technological context, On the Table seems to be about your body circling around a table like a machine – a machine in the sense of
a set of elements (muscles) that are interconnected and that set each other in motion. Do you agree with this interpretation?
No, I don’t, but the audience is free to read whatever they want into my performance. My body is not a machine. Of course
there are muscles in my body, but before those muscles comes my life, and a strong desire to live. Life is part of nature, which
is why in winter I need to see dead shrubs, and living water birds at the river. I need those vibrations, whereas a machine
probably has no need for them. You probably want to know now why I do this performance on a table. My answer would most
likely be like that of many mountaineers: “Because it is there.”

Ray Edgar – Flexonica II
(V2 – 1995)
Sound samples are triggered
by hands and fingers.
Bending the rod, thus
varying the distance between
the hands, transforms these
samples.

Ken Rinaldo – The Flock (V2 – 1995)
Two “branches” react to the visitors by means of
built-in so-called “swarm” software.

Ken Rinaldo – Delicate Balance (V2 – 1995)
The fish can move its bowl along a wire by
swimming past a sensor.

Hermen Maat – 't Trefpunt (V2 – 1995)
With a microphone and camera, two visitors
sitting close together can communicate with each
other and the other visitors without physically
seeing or hearing each other.

Sensorband – Soundnet (V2 – 1996)
A monumental musical instrument: a web
of 11 x 11 meters made out of a ship’s
ropes. The ropes are fitted with eleven
sensors registering movement and
stretching. The Sensorband climbs into the
Soundnet, creating tension on the ropes
which – by means of MIDI – is converted
into signals that activate synthesizers and
samplers.

Miroslaw Rogala – Lovers Leap (V2 – 1995)
Via an “ultrasonic tracking system” (a
sender/receiver that tracks a position by means
of sound waves) the visitor’s position within a
prefixed matrix is determined. This position then
determines the perspective that is used to look
at a city – filmed with a 360° “fisheye” camera –
on two large projection screens. The perspective
ranges from a concave to a convex image.

Time’s Up – Hypercompetition
for Beginners (V2 – 1998)
An environment made out of several
fitness machines that enable the
visitor to move objects, order drinks
or play computer games by making a
considerable physical effort.

Granular Synthesis – Model V (V2 – 1995)
Four huge projection screens display the head of Japanese performance artist Takeya. The
movements of her head are sped up and slowed down by means of computer and video
manipulations, accompanied by deafening sound effects.

Woody Vasulka
The Brotherhood – Table III (V2 – 1994)
The installation is composed of material from
bombers. The visitor speaks into a microphone
and the installation displays its destructive and
poetic character.
(See: interview with Steina and Woody Vasulka
page 49.)

Woody Vasulka
The Theatre of Hybrid Automata
(V2 – 1994)
Installation in which a robot controls video disks,
light and sound by means of a video camera.
(See: interview with Steina and Woody Vasulka
page 49.)

Christian Möller – 220V Electro Clips (V2 – 1995)
Sensors activated in the floor create an architectural sound space is, which can be heard from eight sound towers situated around the playing field (40 x 40 meters).

Daniela Alina Plewe – Muser's Service (V2 – 1996)
By using a series of associations, the computer forms a text from the words that have been entered into the computer by visitors.

Stacey Spiegel – Crossings (V2 – 1995)
A 360° panorama in the harbor simulator of Marine Safety International of Rotterdam. Standing on the bridge, visitors can
navigate a virtual world and gain access to special websites containing text, images and sound.

Luc Courchesne – Salon des Ombres (V2 – 1996)
By clicking on questions on the monitor the visitor activates a dialog with one or more virtual characters.

Jaap de Jonge – Kristallen bol (V2 – 1996)
Visitors move their hand, across the ball to change the image it displays.

Jill Scott – Frontiers of Utopia (V2 – 1996)
An installation that confronts the visitor with eight women from history.
Touching miniaturized objects from everyday life triggers their stories.

Naoko Tosa – Neuro Kid Mic (V2 – 1999)
The computer baby reacts to the visitor’s voice and evokes his or her
emotion by showing emotional behavior itself.

Demers & Vorn – La Cour des Miracles (V2 – 1999)
An environment with various air-powered and industrial-looking robots that react to the movements by the visitors.

Joyce Hinterding – Aeriology (V2 – 1998)
Miles of copper wire form an enormous antenna that picks up
frequencies from its surroundings. Through headphones connected to
the wire these minimal sounds can be heard, unamplified.

Marc Marc – S.I.N. (V2 – 1995)
Installation in which sound moves across several loudspeakers, either out of
or in sync with the visitor’s movements.

Toni Dove – Artificial Changelings (V2 – 1998)
An interactive film in which the audience’s movements can influence the narrative.

Bill Seaman – Passage Sets/one pulls pivots at the tip of the tongue (V2 – 1995)
An audiovisual, associative installation. A computer composes poems from words and images clicked with a mouse.

Diller & Scofidio – Indigestion (V2 – 1998)
Via a simple key panel, the visitor can make men and women from different
social classes have dinner together. Their use of language, their gestures and
customs make for unexpected dinner talk.

Monika Fleischmann – Marsbag (V2 – 1999)
A bag reacts to its bearer and surroundings. When other
bearers of a Marsbag come near, the bags start making
noises.

NOX/Lars Spuybroek – SoftSite (V2 – 1996)
In a projected 3D version of Rotterdam, the surfing behavior by visitors of
V2’s DEAF96 website is converted into horizontal skyscrapers that gradually
cover the city. The behavior of the “softscrapers” themselves also influences
the website’s interface. (See: interview with Lars Spuybroek page 120.)

Perry Hoberman – Barcode Hotel (V2 – 1995)
Wearing 3D glasses and using a laser pen to scan barcodes attached to tables and walls, the
visitor can display 3D objects on a screen – from little hats to puppy dogs – and manipulate these
in all kinds of ways. An installation for several people to cooperate with or frustrate each other in
building a virtual world.

Perry Hoberman – System Maintenance (V2 – 1998)
Three versions of the same room: one with larger-than-life furniture on wheels, recorded by a video camera; one scale model (1:10),
also recorded by a video camera; and one computer model of the same pieces of furniture that can be moved around by a trackball.
All three models are superimposed over each other on the same screen. By moving the large furniture, the furniture in the scale
model and that in the computer model, the visitor can attempt to make all the furniture “fit” exactly on the projection screen.

Masaki Fujihata – Global Interior Project
(V2 – 1996)
The three cubes giving access to this project are at three
different locations. Visitors at one location can contact
people at the other locations via an interface. The virtual
world all of them find themselves in consists of rooms
that contain objects. Inside the rooms they see real-time
video images of other visitors and they can speak with
each other.

Cortex – Sense:less (V2 – 1996)
Dressed in VR gear (VR glasses and data suit) and standing inside the plastic cocoon, the visitor
can navigate a virtual world and come into contact with the artificial creatures that inhabit it.

Masaki Fujihata – Nuzzle Afar (V2 – 1998)
Visitors come into contact with visitors at other locations where the project is also
installed by means of an avatar (a representation of the visitor in a virtual world).

Cãlin Dan – Happy Doomsday! (V2 – 1998)
Fighting a war in a game environment with a fitness machine as an
interface (See: Counter-intuitive Interfaces, page 113.)

Seiko Mikami – World, Membrane & the Dismembered Body (V2 – 1998)
In a soundproof space, the sound of the visitor’s heartbeat is amplified. As no other sounds can be heard, to the visitors it
seems as if they are turned inside out and they feel as if they are inside their own hearts.

Ulrike Gabriel – Perceptual Arena (V2 – 1994)
Visitors can make crystal-like shapes grow or die by
pointing their hands and heads to elements in their
field of vision. (See Unstable Media, page 57.)

Ulrike Gabriel – Memory Space (V2 – 1999)
A visitors can enter words into a computer by using a drawing tablet. These words and their
associations are then displayed on a projection screen and on the VR glasses which another
visitor is wearing. This visitor can make the words grow or vanish by pointing his or her head
towards or away from them. (See: Unstable Media, page 57.)

The Hands
frames with various types of sensors attached to them:
transmitters and receivers using sonar, pressure sensors,
accelerometers, inclination sensors and push buttons.

Michel Waisvisz – De Handen (The Hands) (V2 – 1992)

Cables that feed the information from the sensors
and the push buttons into the Sensorlab.

MIDI cable: sends
MIDI signals to the
electronic instruments

The SensorLab (developed by STEIM) is a wearable
computer that converts the information from The
Hands into MIDI commands. This part is of crucial
importance for establishing the relationship between
the movements of the hands and the control and
selection of sounds. The Sensorlab is programmed
in advance and for each new project new
relationships can be defined.
More information: http://www.steim.nl/sensor.html

power supply

plug for wall outlet

the cable has two functions: it
provides power to the Sensorlab
and sends the MIDI commands
from the Sensorlab to the power
supply.

When I was a child, I would often go to sleep listening to the
buzzing and humming of my father’s short-wave radio receivers.
In the dreams I then had, these sounds sometimes tried to push
me away, tried to send me on a journey, as it were. Sometimes
I would let myself be carried off but, as I grew older, I wanted
to resist and look for other streams of sound. When I was 18
years old, I took some “Sunny Explo” (a rather strong variety of
LSD) and saw Jimi Hendrix’s sound pour straight out of the
loudspeakers into the room. I could bend this very colorful and
sensual tone mass with my hands, and when I squeezed it the
tones would change immediately. I remember playing with it for
hours. Ever since I started making music, I have been
developing instruments that would allow me to literally bend
and mold tones with my hands. Increasingly, these instruments
became tools that enabled me to travel through preconceived
worlds of sound. Each piece in fact demanded a new
instrument; their specific tones and types of movement could
come about only from a specific physical relationship with my
hands that applied to those tones.
After I had developed a whole range of analog instruments, the
advent of the MIDI protocol (a communication system for
synthesizers) in 1984 enabled me to make one single instrument
that could be used to play various types of music computers.
Together with Johan den Biggelaar, who was then an electrotechnical designer at STEIM/Amsterdam, I built the prototype of
what is now De Handen (The Hands). Over the years, many
designers at STEIM have contributed to the development of De
Handen: Bert Bongers, Jorgen Brinkman, Frank Balde, Tom
Demeijer, Hans Venmans, Wim Rijnsburger, and others. Many of
the technical discoveries we made were later used in other
STEIM projects.
De Handen consist of frames you can stick your hands
through. Various types of sensors are attached to these frames:
distance sensors, pressure sensors, inclination sensors, push
buttons and, recently, accelerometers. The “player” carries the
SensorLab on his or her back. It is a small computer, developed
at STEIM by Peter Cost, that converts information from the
sensors into MIDI code. With it you control the actual
relationship between the movement of your arms, hands and
fingers and the resulting sound. These relationships can also be
interrelated. For instance, you may define that moving your
hands apart and simultaneously pressing a key will activate a
filter. Pressing another key makes the same movement of the
hand scratch through a sound. The SensorLab can be
programmed in such a way that, depending on the type of
movement, different types of sounds are created. A very
important aspect is the fact that you can move freely about the
stage while playing a whole range of music computers from a
distance. Your body is free to move as it pleases and this leads
to much livelier electronic music!
De Handen have been developed mainly for making
electronic sound music. In traditional western music the tones
have been neatly divided into steps of equal length. This is the
basis of the piano and organ keyboards. I have always
considered it a great limitation that synthesizer manufacturers
have simply adopted this old keyboard concept. In sound music,
the approach is much more a continuous one: a complex of
sound streams controlled by gradual changes. Sometimes these
changes can be very subtle and gradual; at other times, they
can be grand movements and there is a whole range of
variations in between.
De Handen are eminently suited to perform radical sample
manipulations live on stage in a very sensitive and intuitive way.
One of the aspects of electronic performances is that you
control complex processes, such as an instrument for live
composing, a performance sequencer or a live sampling system.
Nowadays, in “Electronics” culture, people use a lot of typical
studio equipment on stage. These are instruments that are hard
to play live and as a result their technical qualities in fact
define the artistic content in a way I find unacceptable. In a lot
of music I hear too much of the instrument and too little of the
composer/musician. De Handen have been designed
especially to put this process management into your own hands
in an expressive way.
In short, I am interested in turning a “push-button” culture into
a streaming culture: stroking gently and intensely instead of all
this boring click-click-click! It is no surprise to me that more
and more “Electronic” musicians come knocking at STEIM’s
doors to make the transition from a push-button act to a real
live act with sensor instruments. Michel Waisvisz

Seiko Mikami – Molecular Informatics, version 2.0 –
Morphogenic substance via eye tracking (V2 – 1996)
Technical description
In Molecular Informatics, version 2.0 two participants “enter”
a virtual world by putting on a special pair of glasses, equipped with an
eye tracking sensor. The glasses are first calibrated to match different eye
sizes and pupils. The focus point of the participant’s eyes is set about two
meters in front of them in the virtual space, where they see molecular
structures being generated by their eye movements. When a visitor-withspectacles looks at a “point” in the virtual space, this is converted into
XYZ-coordinates. These data are then in real-time converted into computer
generated images of molecules. The participants “navigate” the space by
looking, and in the wake of their viewing angle chains of molecules are
generated and projected.
To clarify formative structures of molecular tracks, molecules are
connected by thin columns. When the forefront molecules come very close
to each other, the forward motion becomes slower and the molecules
respond to more subtle changes. Also new connective columns appear
between each other’s molecular trails. If the forefronts touch each other,
small molecules explode into pieces and spread. These small molecules
stick to the molecular trails as they spread. The whole virtual world is pitch
dark, and the molecular structures cannot escape from this vast, globular
form. They remain in the space; when the participant looks back, he can
see the traces of his views and each new participant adds his or her own
image to this world. With every molecule that is added to the chain a tone
is sounded, so the speed of the movement can also be perceived in
audible form.
Participants and audience are surrounded by four video projections
of the molecules on three walls, so the audience also can watch what the
participant is viewing through the eye tracking glasses. Two of these
projections are fixed in place, the two other move parallel to the eye
movements of each of the participant across the wall. This is done by a
projection system at the back of the exhibition space that acts as a
telepresence recorder of what the participant is seeing. This projector is on
a motorized base that tilts and pans with the participant’s eye movements,
creating not just a visual record of the viewers’ movements, but also a
physical replication of these movements.

Conceptual outline
Digital technology has existed for a long time inside our own body/mind
mechanisms, from the cellular level up to the higher brain functions. Also,
our perceptions mediate the self and the body. There is always a split
between the “thing/object” and the “viewer.” It is this space that I am
interested in in my work. I am not interested in the physical objects that
might arise from my work, but in materializing this invisible space that
arises between body and object. This inter-communication or mediation
occurring between things is what is called, in the epistemology of Lacan,
the split between the eye and the gaze. Seiko Mikami

Knowbotic Research (KR + cF) – Anonymous Muttering (V2 – 1996)
artificial-time-based interventions

Anonymous Muttering attempts to approach an open notion of “events”
through experimental dispositions and collisions, simultaneously located in urban
spaces and in technical networks of data processing systems. Anonymous
Muttering produces unpredictable light and sound events in the urban
landscape and in computer networks (stroboscopes and sound circles). The events
could have been experienced in urban outdoor locations at the Nederlands
Architectuur Instituut Rotterdam; the Newcastle Arena, sport stadium; the telecom
headquarters Graz. Anonymous Muttering takes live sound materials from
DJ’s produced in various party events and diverts this to other locations in the city.
Various computers generate recombinant sound events (granular synthesis
algorithms). Participants can interact physically via material membranes (size 60 x
60 cm, distortion sensors) locally or via dynamic visual interfaces (Java applet +
RealAudio) in the Internet.

Conceptual Outline
Urban Heterogeneity
The contemporary discourse about urbanity increasingly accepts the contradictory
and the multiple layeredness of fragmentation and collision. In order to activate
this heterogeneous potential, Anonymous Muttering “mats” these qualities
into foldable, bendable events – matting in the sense of extending them in order
to achieve a multiple continuity. The meshwork, the felt, opens up additional
possibilities for agency in the rhizomatic network since, unlike the fabric of nodes,
it consists of singular events and remains foldable and bendable. The project
Anonymous Muttering attempts a realization of such a matted
heterogeneity.
Mesh of events
The data space offers itself as a site for realizing such a process because, unlike
architectural space, it is constituted of (artificial-)time-based matter. It forms feltlike fields of information which are segmented into flows of data packages by
network protocols. In these flows of fragmented data, not the individual
information contents are important, but their “multiple restlessness” as data
packages. The value of this networked information lies in its immanent
transformatory potential which invites interventions, like the deletion, addition,
encryption or granulation of data. Thus interventions lead to an indefinite
composition in which the single element recedes in favor of the inseparable.
Transversality
Such felted fields do not manifest themselves as objects but as processes, as
meshworks of events. The felt of information cannot be singularly located either in
the virtual computer-based space or in material space. Its decisive quality is its
hybrid presence, the flow between the different fields, a condition which KR+cF
call “maintaining the transversality.”
Operators
DJ’s producing sounds at live events simultaneously contribute material to the
operational zone of the Anonymous Muttering. Their sounds are
appropriated and fed into the system. Different transfer media (wireless
transmission, Internet) serve to channel and concentrate the sound events and
make it possible for both local city flaneurs and virtual data netsurfers to
intervene and affirm or dissolve the sound processes. For such interventions,
“entrances” have been developed which are placed both as material interfaces in
the urban space and as Real-Audio plug-ins in the electronic space.
Foldable interfaces
Through the activity of bending, compressing and folding transparent silicon
surfaces with sensors (urban space interfaces) and graphic surfaces (data space
interfaces), the artificial time-based mesh of events which traverses the urban and
the digital can be modified and increased in its complexity. These potential
activities of an unknown number of participants propel a distributive meshwork of
algorithmic rules modulating the sound synthesis in unpredictable directions.
Lighting
The proliferation of events from the real electronic information space into the
sensorially perceivable urban environment is made widely visible through intensive
light zones. For the observer and the user inside these fields of stroboscopic
lighting, the function is the reverse: relating to the architectural environment is
made more difficult and the concentration on the dynamic sound events is
enhanced.
Anonymous zones
The interconnection of different stations in the city and multiple interfaces in the
Internet provides a zone of operations, initialized by live-events (local DJ parties)
which are used parasitically. The extracted acoustic material is reformatted and
dynamised by algorithms in data space. A generative system extracts individual
granulates from this input and reorganizes them, before again distributing them
into the public space. Human and machinic manipulations and interventions
cannot be distinguished clearly. What surfaces at each of these stations is a
multiple felt of hybrid segments of events for which there are no fixed codes yet,
but only potential articulations. The partial appearance of the event can no longer
be ascribed either to the public space of a city or to the private terrain of an
individualized data space. An anonymous muttering without beginning or end.
Knowbotic Research

Rock Thrower

Chico MacMurtrie – THE SUBHUMAN (1985-2000)
The Subhuman is a dark toned emaciated humanoid
machine. Its skin is pulled taught to its frail form, as if it
suffered many years of overexposure to heat. His body
originates in 1985, when it was build as a puppet for the
film The Subhuman. Since being brought back to
life in 1992 as a machine, he has faced numerous
rebuilds, enhancing his weathered appearance. Today
the Subhuman drums and draws, as a central character
in the evolving performance/installation The
Ancestral Path. His character and persona have
held an important position in the evolution of the tribe
of machines that have come to be known as the
“Amorphic Robots.” The stories of the Subhuman span
many years, serving as a major influence in the direction
of Amorphic Robot Works, a San Francisco based group
of artists and engineers.

Conception
The two major influences in the conception of the
Subhuman were my upbringing in Bisbee, Arizona and
my MFA work in Los Angeles, California. While growing
up in the mining town of Bisbee, Arizona I was
introduced to the inner layers of the earth. The
landscape has been ripped open by huge mining
machines that exposed the rich sedimentation.
In the summer of 1985, I found myself wandering
aimlessly in the earthquake prone, densely populated
Los Angeles. As I spent many hours pondering the cracks
in the asphalt, I began to visualize a persona that lived
beneath us. The actions of this persona created these
cracks. Quickly the idea expanded to a character that
tunneled beneath the surface of the earth, his physical
actions affecting what occurs above, as he plays out his
own inner personal life below. The Subhumans main
objective in life was to tunnel, to burrow through time.
His nutritional intake consisted of rich minerals of the
earth entering the pores of his charneled skin, toned
dark by the he time spend deep down, close to the core
of the earth.

The Mechanical evolution
The creation of the Subhuman from both the conceptual
ideas as well as the mechanical inventions became a
catalyst for the next ten years of development of my
artwork. For the filming his physical body was attached
to my chroma blue body, his action amplified by
mechanical devices of my own conception. After the
filming the Subhuman continued to perform as an
extension of my body in street and public appearances.
After the film and performances he was put to rest in a
closet with other Ancestral puppets.
Years later I realized that the machines I was
making at the time (Rock Thrower and Tumbling
Man) had a relationship to the Subhuman both
evolutionary and in their mechanical makeup. I became
interested in a reappearance or a rebirth of the
Subhuman as a machine. It made sense to give him an
ability to express emotion, which is how he became the
“Drumming and Drawing Subhuman”. By the time the
Subhuman joined the other machines it was clear that a
society was forming. Not only could he play musical
rhythms, he also filled the role of the elder. This wise
and elderly man watches the Amorphic Society, depicting
what he sees. His compositions, although abstract, were
influenced by what surrounded him. More important
than the compositions were the emotions he seemed to
be putting into the compositions.
Amorphic Robot Works is currently building a
Robotic Landscape that houses all of the Amorphic
machines made to date. This 30-meter by 10 meter
organic machine relives the concept of the cavernous
regions of the subterrain. The Subhuman spends the first
half of the performance in the subterrain making cave
drawings, then once again is being rebirthed to the
upper terrain. Chico MacMurtrie

Dog Monkey

Tumbling Man

Skelli

Tabla

The Subhuman

JODI –
404 Not Found %Unread %Reply %Unsent (1999)

http://404.jodi.org’s interactivity scrutinises the act
of e-mail communication. The contributor’s input is
deliberately re-constituted incomprehensibly to
resemble, and be mixed with data debris. Not
Found is a network of four pages. The title page
displays the words 404.jodi.org.
When the cursor finds them, the status bar
announces three linked sections: Unread, Reply,
and Unsent.
Unread is a horizontally bisected window. On
the bottom half is a text input area with an e-mail
response button Re-. The frame above displays a text
of consonants and punctuation marks. The user can
write a message in the text box, and send it. Jodi’s CGI
programme writes the message into the top window,
minus the vowels. The e-mail is fragmented into
unpronounceable strings of gutturals and sibilants,
articulation is negated, strangling the text encoded
voice of the user. Interactivity is frustrated. When
viewing Unread, it is not unusual to find a string of
consonants followed by fck! fck! fck!.
Whereas the user is independent in editing Holzer’s
truisms, Jodi performs an act of censorship. On many
mainstream chat-sites, user input which is considered
inappropriate is edited by the CGI used to write the user
input causing people to find interesting variations of the
spelling of expletives. Users have found a similar
loophole in Jodi’s CGI, using vowels such as å, é, î, _, ü
and sometimes ¥.
Reply has the same frameset, but the result of
sending mail is different; the top window records the
information sent by the user as hidden text, but overtly
displays only the location of the user. The user’s identity
is broadcast as a vibrant green text. The loss of
anonymity, having identifying details stored on a
database, is jarring.
Unsent again consists of the same frameset, but
the top window contains the vowels that were left out of
the initial mail, as if they have been filtered out and left
there as a residue unsent. The vowels form long vocal
lines of text aaeeeeeiooooooooo.
The notion of interactivity, one of the buzz
words used to great effect in selling the internet, is
fragmented and problematized. Jodi censors and
conceals user input, records details and negates the
communicative impulse. The phonetic, the wailing voice
of the message; aeeeeioooooyuuu remains
unsent. Albert Saul

installatie OSS/**** (V2 – 1998)
(See: Imageless Art, page .)

Sensorband (concert, V2 – 1996)
µ-ziq (concert, V2 – 1995)

Human Beings (concert, V2 – 1996)

4Hero (concert, V2 – 1996)
Scanner (concert, V2 – 1995)

80LX (concert, V2 – 1999)
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Ars Electronica, Festival für Kunst, Technologie und
Gesellschaft, Linz, Austria, http://www.aec.at

International Biennale film+arc.graz, Graz, Austria,
http://www.thing.at/art.image/

DEAF, Dutch Electronic Art Festival, Rotterdam,
The Netherlands, http://www.v2.nl/deaf

Multimedia, Das Medienkunstfestival des ZKM,
Karlsruhe, Germany, http://www.zkm.de/

European Media Art Festival, Osnabrück, Germany,
http://www.emaf.de

ostranenie, the International Electronic Media Forum,
Dessau, Germany, http://www.ostranenie.org/

imagina, Monte Carlo, Monaco,
http://www.ina.fr/Imagina/imagina.en.html

Siggraph, Computer Art Show, Changes location, USA,
http://www.siggraph.org

Interface 5, Hamburg, Germany,
http://www.interface5.de/

transmediale, Berlin, Germany,
http://www.transmediale.de/00/e_frame.html

International Conference on Cyberspace,
Changes location, World, http://www.cyberconf.org/

VIPER, International Festival for Film, Video and New
Media, Luzern, Switzerland, http://www.viper.ch

The Inter-Society for the Electronic Arts (ISEA),
Montréal, Canada, http://www.isea.qc.ca

World Wide Video Festival, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands, http:// www.wwvf.nl

A visit to Stephen Wilson’s website <http://userwww.sfsu.edu/~swilson/> is highly recommended.
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The electronic arts as described here include spectacular devices such as Dutch artist Erik Hobijn's "suicide
machine" and the "third arm" of Australian body artist
Stelarc, and sophisticated interactive installations like
those of Germany's Ulrike Gabriel and Japan's Seiko
Mikami. They also include complex Internet projects by
the Austrian/German Knowbotic Research (IO_dencies) and the English art inspiration Roy Ascott and the
motion architecture of Rotterdam's Lars Spuybroek/NOX.
These and other artists are given a voice in the Book
for the Electronic Arts. Also included are interviews with pioneers and theorists of electronic art like
Dick Raaijmakers, Peter Weibel, Steina and Woody
Vasulka and Kodwo Eshun.
The Book for the Electronic Arts is lavishly
illustrated with full-color photographs and other documents from the archives of V2_Organisation in Rotterdam, where over the past twenty years, virtually everything that was of interest in electronic art or was later
proven to be has been presented.

Book for the Electronic Arts

In the past 25 years the electronic arts have left their
pioneering days behind and grown into a fully fledged
and richly varied form of art. Electronic art concerns
both an artistic approach to technological devices and
a technological approach to artistic concepts. Electronic
art necessitates a reevaluation of the classic concept of
art, and this is exactly what is done in the five essays
included here. These essays were written with a lay
audience in mind and describe the cultural, scientific,
art historic, military-political and socioeconomic backgrounds with which electronic art is in dialogue.
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